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One of the state-of-the-art highlights of deep learning in the past ten years is
the introduction of generative adversarial networks (GANs), which had
achieved great success in their ability to generate images comparable to real
photos with minimum human intervention. These networks can generalise to
a multitude of desired outputs, especially in image-to-image problems and
image syntheses. This thesis proposes a computer graphics pipeline for 3D
rendering by utilising generative adversarial networks (GANs).
This thesis is motivated by regression models and convolutional neural
networks (ConvNets) such as U-Net architectures, which can be directed to
generate realistic global illumination effects, by using a semi-supervised GANs
model (Pix2pix) that is comprised of PatchGAN and conditional GAN which is
then accompanied by a U-Net structure. Pix2pix had been chosen for this
thesis for its ability for training as well as the quality of the output images. It is
also different from other forms of GANs by utilising colour labels, which
enables further control and consistency of the geometries that comprises the
output image.
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The series of experiments were carried out with laboratory created image sets,
to pursue the possibility of which deep learning and generative adversarial
networks can lend a hand to enhance the pipeline and speed up the 3D
rendering process. First, ConvNet is applied in combination with Support
Vector Machine (SVM) in order to pair 3D objects with their corresponding
shadows, which can be applied in Augmenter Reality (AR) scenarios. Second,
a GANs approach is presented to generate shadows for non-shadowed 3D
models, which can also be beneficial in AR scenarios. Third, the possibility of
generating high quality renders of image sequences from low polygon density
3D models using GANs. Finally, the possibility to enhance visual coherence of
the output image sequences of GAN by utilising multi-colour labels.
The results of the adopted GANs model were able to generate realistic outputs
comparable to the lab generated 3D rendered ground-truth and control group
output images with plausible scores on PSNR and SSIM similarity index
metrices.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The pursuit of photorealistic image Syntheses has been an ongoing goal since
the dawn of man, this can be traced all the way back to cave arts, as people
attempted to replicate scenes of major achievements and key events on the
walls of caves and stones using the tools available to them. This goal kept
morphing and taking different forms as time progressed such as painting,
especially during the Renaissance with highly detailed and anatomically
correct resemblance to the subject matter, so far that they were referenced in
history books to as means of understanding the life of that time.
With the introduction of computers, this pursuit branched into digital art, which
had been used to produce digital paintings and edit and manipulate photos,
illustrations, and graphics. Also, computer aided design, which helped
synthesise realistic resemblance to designed products, buildings, and other
solutions and experiments, to be visually evaluated and assessed before the
production process even starts. And 3D renders using computer programs,
which are utilised in a wide array of applications such as entertainment and
games. These systems are based on modelling of light within the 3D scene in
a manner that represents light transport in nature, thus achieving high level of
realism that can be comparable to real life.
The introduction of machine learning techniques allowed performing a great
variety of visual functions, such as image classification, image segmentation,
image processing and detection. Finally, the introduction of Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNN) ushered a new renaissance for computer graphics,
especially with CNNs and GANs, where the neural network can learn the
necessary features for image syntheses and do most of the heavy lifting with
least intervention required from the user, this opened a whole new domain to
explore.

1.2 Motivation
There is a plethora of literature on machine learning in the field of image
syntheses, with the majority focusing on producing an unobserved image from
a pool of photo repositories with different intentions such as face, texture and
pose generation, some of these methods had achieved levels comparable to
real photos such as human photo syntheses. However, many of the
applications of these techniques reside in the medical, security, image
recognition domains, as well as expanding image sets for other methods that
are challenged with small representative image repositories. Only a handful of
techniques were applied in the creative fields such as design or visual effects
as means of assisting or aiding the creative process, which is the main
objective of this body of work.
One of the main challenges in both domains, 3D visualisation as well as
machine learning techniques, is the need for high-end computation power and
a large number of training images. For example: The original Pix2pix was
trained and tested using a single Nvidia Titan X Pascal GPU, the Façade
image set consisted of 400 images, it took two hours to train the model. For
professional 3D visualisation, the images are usually rendered using render
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farms or specialised cloud computing. It is possible to render images using
consumer-level machines, however, the render time will drastically increase.
For example, the bathroom scene in chapter 6 took about two hours to render
a single frame at the resolution 1024 × 1024 pixels on an HP laptop running
on an Nvidia GTX 960M graphic card.

This thesis can be considered a framework that uses image-to-image
translation techniques to solve some of the complexities needed in current 3D
real-time techniques. By incorporating conditional GAN in the process of 3D
image synthesis such as shadow casting and photorealistic visualisation in a
manner that can minimise the need for high-end computers for viewing in realtime.

1.3 Thesis Statement
The nature of this research is an interdisciplinary one, it falls within equal
footing between computer graphics, in terms of shadow generation and stateof-the-art rendering algorithms, and machine learning, in terms of its
generative adversarial networks (GANs). The literature in 3D rendering topics
is saturated and extensive in the traditional sense, but not particularly
concerning the topic under study.
The first aspect consists of a 3D scene that is augmented with materials and
lit using a single or multiple light source, synthesised in the rendering process
to result a realistic-looking scene in the form of a 2D rasterised image to be
viewed on a screen. This traditional technique can produce highly realistic
images, however, producing such realistic images can be computationally
3

expensive depending on the level of desired realism, or even more expensive
for real-time cases.
The second aspect is by using machine learning generative models such as
GANs, which are able to produce photo realistic images comparable to its
traditional 3D counterparts with minimal human labour. However, only few
algorithms are focused on 3D related outputs, while the majority aims to
generate images based on what is observed in the real world. In the
entertainment field, this application can be of great use, but there is a gap in
the ability to create designed and imaginative characters and scenes. The way
these models are presented is to remove the need for 3D programs or image
editing tools. However, this research aims to point that these models can be
used to complement and enhance the performance and output of 3D
programs.
This application aims to reduce the computational cost of realistic real-time 3D
rendering, in the sense that the realistic rendering is only needed in training
the GAN algorithm, while at run time, low polygon density 3D models would
move and act as a guide for the trained algorithm in order to display realistic
images on the screen. Which removes the need for high-end computational
resources to display the realistic images in real-time.
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1.4 Objectives
This research aims to explore a framework that incorporates GANs in the 3D
rendering pipeline to produce high quality images. To achieve this, these
objectives were set out:
•

Explore deep learning techniques to perform classification functions
between a 3D object and its shadow.

•

Perform image-to-image translations to generate shadows on unshadowed objects.

•

Use image-to-image translation algorithm to create high quality realistic
renders from low resolution images.

•

Explore different possibilities of using colour maps and image-to-image
translations in generating 3D renders.

1.5 Contribution
The contributions made in this research aims to extending the state-of-the-art
of 3D image syntheses, these contributions will be discussed in detail in
chapters 3 through 7:
1. Image pairing using a classifier: In the initial phase, a deep learning
classifier is applied in a manner that pairs a 3D model to its
corresponding shadow from the learnt ConvNet data and SVM.
2. Shadow Generation Using GANs: Using an image-to-image
translation algorithm capable of generating believable soft and hard
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cast shadows for non-shadowed or partially shadowed objects in
various scenarios.
3. Low-Poly to Realistic Image Syntheses: To investigate the ability to
train a model that can generate realistic 3D renders from low polygon
density 3D models rendered images.
4. Segmented Colour Maps: Enhancing the output images through
segmented colour maps that eliminates artifacts and glitches usually
associated with image-to-image-translation outputs, especially in
animated scenarios. Also, reducing the number of images needed to
train the model.

1.6 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured into seven chapters:
Chapter 2 contains related image syntheses literature in the context of
computer graphics, ConvNets and deep learning, and generative adversarial
networks (GANs).
Chapter 3 highlights some of the initial experiments conducted using deep
learning CNN to perform classification functions between a 3D object and its
corresponding shadow using principal component analysis and support vector
machine.
Chapter 4 goes into shadow generation for partial and un-shadowed 3D
objects using image-to-image translation in combination with semantic colour
maps in various scenarios.
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Chapter 5 proposes a wireframe for generating realistic 3D renders from low
polygon density 3D models using semantic colour labels.
Chapter 6 presents a segmented multi-colour label approach to minimise the
artifacts and inconsistencies in the image sequence outputs of image-to-image
translations. As well as exploring the effects of the number of training image
set on the quality of the output images.
Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and limitations of the proposed methods.
Chapter 8 discusses possible future direction of this work.
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2 Image Syntheses
2.1 Introduction
Image Syntheses or Rendering is a major and popular topic in computer
graphics, and every step in the production pipeline relates to rendering in one
way or another. The term Image Syntheses means the creation of images by
evaluating a model of light propagation, with its main goal is achieving
photorealism (Cohen and Wallace 1995), and it has been heavily synonymous
with computer graphics since the 1970’s. (Hall and Greenberg 1983) describe
the objective as to “generate an image that evokes from the visual perception
system a response indistinguishable from that evoked by the actual
environment”. Later on, the same term has been applied to describe the
process of generating images using generative models using machine learning
algorithms, which is the main focus in this thesis. This chapter follows the quest
for photorealism from pre-computer times to deep learning time highlighting
some of the landmarks of the time.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 talks about
pre-computer efforts in achieving photorealism, with emphasis on the
Renaissance. Section 2.3 highlights the efforts made in the digital age, to
achieve photorealism using digital methods after the invention of computers,
summarising some of the popular 3D rendering algorithms such as ray tracing
and radiosity. Section 2.4 is dedicated to global illumination in terms of
physically based and interactive illumination methods, as illumination is a core
element in image syntheses. Section 2.5 explores shadows as a phenomenon
in nature as well as 3D shadow generation algorithms, as chapter 4 is
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dedicated to generating shadows using Generative Adversarial Networks.
Section 2.6 talks about the stages of photorealistic rendering as described by
(Dutré et al. 2006). Section 2.7 goes through the drawbacks of photorealistic
rendering such as limitation, cost, and interactivity. Section 2.8 goes through
the literature related to image syntheses using convolutional neural networks,
such as image-to-image and 3D functions. Section 2.9 talks about generative
adversarial networks in terms of its benefits and application in image
syntheses, while section 2.10 dives in depth into image-to-image translation
techniques in both supervised and unsupervised algorithms. And finally,
section 2.11 presents the chapter summary.

2.2 Pre-Computers
Achieving photorealism has not always been a computer graphics problem,
but an ongoing quest that can be traced back throughout the history of art. The
first tangible fruits of this quest can be found in the Renaissance, as many
artists pursued the study of perspective such as Brunelleschi, da Vinci, and
many others, this led into a more realistic understanding of light and shadow,
thus depicting reality in a more realistic manner.
A lot of what is known about photorealistic painting is attributed to Joseph
Turner and his lecture series about light, reflection, and refraction. His
sketches also included objects reflected in mirrors and transparent spheres.
(Hockney 2001) suggests that since the 15th century, artists utilised optical
tools such as camera lucida to help the artists trace the outline of projected
images on a canvas. Later on, these traces were composed into other images
9

that resulted a single painting to have different perspective points that do not
accurately belong to each other, this was a characteristic in many paintings of
the era.

2.3 Photorealistic rendering
With the invention of computers, the interest in achieving photorealism in
computer graphics came along with it , starting with Sutherland’s Sketchpad
(Sutherland 1963), which initialised the ability to draw lines using computers,
after that, many algorithms of raster graphics and shading were developed
rapidly. These types of algorithms were characterised by a single colour to a
single polygon, with the colour of the surface decided based on the angle of
the light that hit that surface. The technology was in its infancy and the images
output images were primitive and unrealistic.
The first photorealistic breakthrough is attributed to (Gouraud 1971) and
(Phong and Crow 1975). Gouraud’s algorithm consisted of computing the
values of illumination at the vertices and interpolating their values over the
polygon’s area. Phong’s algorithm, however, interpolates the normal vectors
over the polygon’s area and computes the values afterwards, meaning that the
interpolation of the shading values is not a linear one at the vertex level, this
results better approximation of the curvature of the surface. This approach also
helps in better maintaining highlights caused by non-diffuse functions of
reflection.
One major contribution that paved the way for many photorealistic techniques
that are used today, namely the introduction of texture mapping, which allowed
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transforming the local two-dimensional coordinate on the object to the local
coordinate system of the texture map and render it as a texture. Later on,
similar process could be applied to generate advanced attributes such as
bump maps, displacement maps, and other techniques.
Light-source modelling became the next point of interest in computer graphics
research, it started with the modelling of point light and directional light
algorithms, followed with other models such as directional and spotlight.
Alongside light-source modelling, shadows were a natural extension as a byproduct of lighting, which varied from being a visibility problem from a single
point of view of simplistic nature to a more complex shadow volumes and
shadow maps, which are still topics of interest in research until today.

Ray Tracing
The introduction of ray tracing is considered a turning point for rendering and
it has been a major research topic for the past four decades. The original paper
by Turner Whitted (Whitted 1980) in 1980, determined visibility through the
point of view of a single pixel (ray casting) as well as direct illumination,
specular and refractive effects. Much of the attention was given to efficiency
such as spatial subdivision and bounding volumes in the beginning, but later
on the focus shifted into effects such as reflection, motion blur etc. as ray
tracing’s ability to compute integrals allowed many of these effects to be
computed under a single framework, these techniques are often referred to as
Whitted-style or classic style ray tracing.
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Radiosity
The algorithm of Radiosity was originally created at Cornell University (Goral
et al. 1984) and came as an answer to ray tracing limitations in indirect
illumination, such as the ability to simulate colour bleeding and diffuse
reflections. The fact that it was a scene-based technique gave it an edge over
ray tracing, which was image based. The radiosity method computes the
radiometric value by subdividing the scene into surface elements and
computing the value of element value using Gouraud’s shading to smooth
radiosity values for each vertex or polygon and display it on the existing
graphical hardware, which made it suitable for interactive applications such as
scene walk-throughs.
One of the problems of radiosity was its inability to display finer shading details
higher than the initial mesh, this was overcome by two algorithms. Hierarchical
radiosity; which enabled adapting the solution mesh to the shading values on
the surfaces. The use of discontinuity meshing for precomputing the meshes
following the discontinuity lines between the umbra and penumbra regions
which are caused by area light sources. It also had been extended later to
handle glossy surfaces as well.

The Rendering Equation
The introduction of the rendering equation was the first time that the complete
equation of light transport was described in the context of computer graphics,
its main contribution was that it described the light transport mechanism in
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terms of recursive integral equation that contained both material properties
and visibility functions.
The initial idea had been laid down by (Immel et al. 1986) in their radiosity
equation. (Kajiya 1986) then balanced the energy flow from a certain point on
a surface to another in his rendering equation, by concluding that intensity of
the light is the sum of the emitted light and the total light intensity which is
scattered toward 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 from all other surface points. It differs, however, from the

radiosity equation in the sense that it takes into account the nature of the
surfaces involved in the process.

Figure 2-1: This figure shows how the 3D object is projected on the unit sphere creating the
solid angle Ω

Let Radiance be denoted as 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔�⃗), let S be a surface area and Ω a solid
angle of a unit sphere that is covered by the surface projection onto the sphere,
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to calculate the exiting radiance from a point in the scene 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 towards direction
𝜔𝜔�⃗ the emitted radiance 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 and reflected radiance 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 can be summed as:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔�⃗) = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔�⃗) + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔�⃗)

(2. 1)

where 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 represents the outgoing radiance, ω represents the outgoing

radiance direction. With the integration of the light incoming to the scene, the
rendering equation becomes:

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔�⃗) = 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔�⃗) + � 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔�⃗′, 𝜔𝜔�⃗) 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝜔𝜔�⃗′)|𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛�⃗ · 𝜔𝜔�⃗′|𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔′

(2. 2)

Ω

Where 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 represents the outgoing radiance to 𝜔𝜔�⃗ from the point 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, the radiance

going from point 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 into the direction 𝜔𝜔�⃗ is represented by 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , and the radiance
going to 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 from

𝜔𝜔�⃗′ is 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , and Ω is the integrated incoming radiance on the

hemisphere, rotating with respect to the normal 𝑛𝑛�⃗ and 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the centre point of
the hemisphere. The bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of
the surface position 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 and normal 𝑛𝑛�⃗ is represented by 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 .

There were many benefits of the introduction of the rendering equation, it
allowed for a unified approach for image computation, it also allowed numerical
evaluation with its ability to apply any integration mechanisms. The recursive
nature of the equation demanded recursive algorithms, thus stopping
conditions. The rendering equation made clearer which successive light
reflections were ignored, approximated, etc. Both ray tracing and radiosity are
considered integration procedures for solving the render equation, ray tracing
can be expressed as a succession of recursive quadrature equation,
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while radiosity represents a finite element solution for the same equation. The
introduction of stochastic ray tracing or Monte Carlo ray tracing was one of the
most important results of the rendering equation, as it made possible the
computation of the correct photorealistic image provided that the algorithm ran
long enough.
There were two main global illumination families by the end of the eighties; the
ones that utilised ray tracing, and the ones that focused on radiosity. The ray
tracing techniques compute one colour per pixel on the screen, which is
suitable for specular and refractive indirect illumination. Radiosity algorithms
compute a scene-based solution and generate images as a post-process,
which was suitable for interactive manipulation and diffuse interreflections.
This led to multi pass methods aimed to fully utilise the benefits of using both
characteristics of ray tracing and radiosity within the same algorithm, by
breaking the rendering process into passes to compute different aspects of
light transport (Chen et al. 1991), (Sillion and Puech 1989), (Wallace et al.
1987). A standard setup can have multiple passes and expected to have at
least a radiosity pass to compute the indirect diffuse illumination, and a ray
tracing pass that computes specular light transport. Because of this multiple
pass nature, special consideration is needed to prevent the light transport
modes from being computed twice. Other methods such as RADIANCE (Ward
et al. 1988) or photon mapping are considered multi pass algorithms.
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2.3.1 Types of Illumination
There are different illumination types to calculate the light transport in a scene:
Direct illumination: This is one of the important rendering types, as it
contributes the largest light energy in the process. It uses one light source that
reflects from the surface to the camera, and in addition to light it also calculates
shadows as well.
Indirect illumination: This type excludes single-bounce direct illumination,
but includes two or higher bounces, thus being one of the expensive parts of
light transport calculations, and a great contributor to the overall photorealism,
as it adds ambient light to the shadowed areas.
Local illumination: A lot of real-time applications uses only the local
illumination calculations because it is more feasible from a computational point
of view. However, this model is limited and unable to include the light
interaction with other surfaces in the scene. The lighting is only computed
locally on the specific surface point.
Global illumination: This model fully accounts light transport in a 3D scene
which includes both direct and indirect illumination. It also calculates light
reflections on the scene surfaces. It managed to become essential for realistic
rendering.
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2.4 Global Illumination
Global illumination algorithms are widely used methods to simulate indirect
illumination, which also affects reflections, refractions, and shadows in one
way or another. These algorithms can be broken down to physically based
global illumination and interactive global illumination.
Physically Based Global Illumination: These algorithms are based on optics
and light transport models in real world, as a numerical solution to the
rendering equation. They are specific for offline use and require considerable
computation power:
•

Ray Tracing: (Whitted 1980) the rays are propagated in a backward
manner from the camera position towards the scene. There are two
types of lights considered here; the direct light emitted from the light
source and directly reflected from the surfaces towards the camera.
And indirect lights, which represents the light reflected from other scene
surfaces to the hitpoint and then towards the camera.

•

Path Tracing: (Kajiya 1986) was introduced alongside the rendering
equation as its numerical solution, rays here evaluate the reflected light
in a similar manner to ray tracing, the difference here lies in that the
reflections on any material is evaluated in a Monte Carlo fashion.

•

Photon Mapping: (Jensen 1996) is a two-pass algorithm to calculate
global illumination. First, photons emitted is traced back in a similar way
to path tracing, when they hit the surfaces, the photons are either
reflected, refracted, or absorbed, the photons are sorted in their hit
positions in a data structure called photon map. The second step is
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called final gathering, the radiance information is reconstructed from the
photon map at the points that are visible to the camera.
•

Irradiance Caching: (Ward et al. 1988) is a widely used algorithm for
global illumination, it calculates the irradiance in sparce scene
locations, then exploits the special coherence by interpolating
between the samples, it operates under the assumption that indirect
irradiance tends to change slowly over a surface.

Interactive Global Illumination: These algorithms are essential in AR,
computer games, simulations, design and more. They are basically
approximations of GI that allows real-time interactivity while maintaining a
consistent frame rate, at the same time maintain a level of realism, making use
of current powerful parallel computational graphics. Most of these algorithms
are based on rasterization due to current hardware optimization preference.
Their main drawback is the rendering errors that occur due to the
approximation of light transport.
•

Ray Tracing: The first interactive form of ray tracing without data
acceleration structure was introduced by (Mora 2011). When
subdivisions are performed in the scene the spatial data structures are
not stored, and the intersections inside the scene are computed directly,
thus minimising the memory management.

•

Instant Radiosity: (Keller 1997) is a method that approximates the light
reflected from an assumed diffuse surface points by creating virtual
point lights in the scene. In the next light bounce the light contribution
is calculated from each virtual point light with respect to visibility, the
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position of each virtual light point is calculated by quasi-random walk
(Keller 1996).
•

Screen Space Methods: In these methods, the geometry is
represented as 3D points rasterized by the GPU from a selected
viewpoint. This discrete set of points with their attributes can represent
the simplified representation of the scene with direct light and its
visibility calculated by rasterization. Usually, screen space methods
consist of two or more steps, where the scene is rendered from the
position of the light source and the attributes of visible points are
calculated in the first step. These methods include Reflective Shadow
Maps (Williams 1978) , Screen Space Ambient Occlusion (Bavoil et al.
2008), and Image Space Photon Mapping (McGuire and Luebke 2009).

•

Volumetric Methods: such as Cascade Light Propagation Volumes,
which is a fast algorithm for global illumination calculations based on
light transport in a volumetric grid (Kaplanyan and Dachsbacher 2010).
And Voxel Cone Tracing (Crassin et al. 2011), which uses a hierarchical
voxel octree representation that is generated and updated on the fly
from a regular scene mesh, accompanied by an approximate voxel
cone tracing that allows for a fast estimation of visibility and incoming
light energy.

•

Precomputed Radiance Transfer: such as precomputed transfer from
direct to indirect illumination, which had been proposed by Sloan et al.
(Sloan et al. 2002) and later extended by (Wang et al. 2007), who
suggested that the direct lighting and precomputed diffuse indirect
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transfer are represented by a spectral mesh basis function set derived
from an arbitrary scene model.

•

Final Gathering: is the second step of photon mapping, which is
computationally expensive. There have been different approaches to
enhance its interactivity such as Irradiance Caching (Gautron et al.
2005), Point Based Global Illumination (Christensen 2008), and MicroRendering (Ritschel et al. 2009).

2.5 Shadows
Shadows in nature are caused by occluding light by an object (shadow caster),
thus preventing light from reaching another surface. A shadowed area is
composed of a fully shaded area called Umbra, and a partially shaded area
with soft shadows called Penumbra, and its size constitutes the harshness of
the shadow. This is dictated by how strong the light source is, and how far is
the light source and/or the shadow caster are from the receiver surface. Either
way, the smaller the Penumbra area, the harsher the resulting shadow would
be. Figure 2-2 shows how a shadow is created.
The quality of shadows in computer graphics is as important as any other
element in a scene, such as lights and textures. Shadows directly affect the
perceived realism of a scene, it also indicates the position, size and shape of
3D objects in the scene, and without it, the 3D scene will appear unreal and
lacking. Therefore, creating good shadow algorithms has been a core
component and a popular research field in computer graphics.
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Figure 2-2:Shadow caster’s umbra and penumbra when lit by an area light source.

There are two types of casting shadows:
Attach shadows: which are shadows that are local to the shadow caster and
occur when the receiver’s normals face the opposite way from the light source.
Cast shadows: which occurs when the receiver’s normals face the light
source, these also produce self-shadows, which is different than attach
shadows, as it occurs when the shadow of an object is projected onto itself, an
example of self-shadow is when the arms project their cast shadow on the
body, or the shadow of tree branches projected onto the trunk of the tree itself.

2.5.1 Shadow generation algorithms
In computer graphics applications, the quality of generated shadow is as
important as any other element such as light and the textures. It directly affects
the perceived realism of the scene, as well as the position, size and the shape
of three-dimensional objects in the scene. Shadows also help the eye
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determine the placement and motion of 3D objects in a scene, and without it,
the 3D scene will appear unreal and lacking. Therefore, creating good shadow
algorithms has been a core component of computer graphics research.
The development of shadow algorithms essentially was synonymous and byproduct of illumination algorithms as a solution for visibility problems. However,
the creation of shadows is a complex process because of its constraints, such
as the number of light sources, the intensity of the shadow, and the nature of
the receiver surface.
Traditionally, there has been three main approaches to shadow computation,
the scanline shadow computation (Appel 1968), (Bouknight and Kelley 1970)
the two-pass object-space method (Nishita and Nakamae 1974; Atherton et
al. 1978), and the shadow volumes (Crow 1977). These algorithms were later
extended to include two-pass z-buffer method, ray tracing and radiosity.
The two-pass z-buffer (Wallace et al. 1987) applies two passes of an objectspace visible-surface algorithm: The first pass is run from light source’s point
of view, and the second one from the viewer’s view. This algorithm divides
polygons into parts that can be seen or lit from the light source and ones that
are shadowed from the light source. A combination of two-pass object-space
and shadow volumes algorithms allowed near real-time shadow generation
(Chin and Feiner 1989).
Binary space partitioning (BSP) tree algorithm is a form of representing a
recursive partitioning of n-dimensional space. The BSP visible-surface
algorithm provides a simpler way of visibility priority between the polygons in
a scene excluded from the eye point (Fuchs et al. 1980). The idea of applying
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a BSP tree to describe polyhedral solids consists of an "in" or "out" score, and
each empty leaf region depends on the normal direction of the polyhedron solid
(Thibault and Naylor 1987). Later addition to this method involved the Shadow
Volume BSP (SVBSP) tree which can be summarised into two steps. First, it
determines the shadow areas then filters the polygon down the SVBSP tree to
distinguish shadowed and lit areas. Second, the SVBSP tree expands And all
the lit parts of the polygon's are combined in the shadow volume of the SVBSP
tree (Chrysanthou and Slater 1995).
Shadow mapping is a popular technique for real-time graphics, initially it aims
at comparing pixels to a depth image from the view of light source, which then
is stored as textures (Williams 1978). Shadow projection (Blinn 1988) on the
other hand, projects the shadows on planar surfaces in a similar manner as
projecting object into a 2D screen from the view point. (Donnelly and Lauritzen
2006) variance shadow maps. addressed the common issue of anti-aliasing in
shadow maps by storing both the mean and mean squared of the depth
distribution. Thus, computing the variance over any filter region. (Billeter et al.
2010) applied shadow maps as an efficient way to calculate air light
contribution by considering the points occurring on the eye-ray as results of
shadow transitions, thus being able to address halos around light sources,
volumetric shadows and crepuscular rays. (Yang et al. 2010) presented
Variance Soft Shadow Mapping (VSSM), which is based on the theoretical
framework of Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows (PCSS) combined with
Variance Shadow Mapping (VSM). Another technique applies real-time single
pass shadow mapping technique for large virtual environments that contains
dynamic objects, where all the operations are performed in the camera space,
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thus handling both general and duelling frustum cases, it is applicable to
standard graphic libraries such as direct X and open GL (Kolic and Mihajlovic
2012).
Ray marching techniques are expensive in terms of generating realistic
shadows, thus precomputing became a compelling route to take, such as
(Zhou et al. 2005) which used a combination of Source Radiance Field (SRF)
and Object Occlusion Field (OOF) to compute the shadow information at any
receiving point for soft shadow generation in dynamic scenes, in a manner
where shadow fields are precomputed separately from scene configuration.
(Baran et al. 2010) suggested that given a suitable coordinate system, the
visibility function has a regular structure that can be sped up drastically in
comparison to traditional ray marching techniques based on partial sum trees.
In real-time scenarios, (Herzog et al. 2010) suggested reducing computation
of real-time pixel processing using a combination of adaptive motioncompensated filtering over time and geometry-aware up sampling in the image
space. (Kämpe et al. 2016) improved shadow construction by performing the
common sub-tree merging before the creation of any identical nodes, thus,
reducing the memory footprint redefining the rules for undefined regions, also
allowed handling multiple lights with high-quality real-time shadows.
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2.6 Stages of Photorealistic Rendering
A photorealistic rendering system consists of three main stages (Dutré et al.
2006):
Measuring and acquisition: Consists of measuring and modelling of the
BRDF materials and light emission characteristics. The accuracy of the model
can be verified by comparing goniometric reflectance data.
Light transport: This is the main part of global illumination, of which the light
is distributed into the scene based on the information of the geometry, material
and light sources in the scene.
Visual display: The way this will be presented into its final form, whether
printed or shown on a screen. In order to do so, the radiometric data needs to
be transformed into pixel colours so that it can be observed and evaluated by
the user. This is achieved by using a tone-mapping operator.

2.7 Drawbacks of photorealistic rendering
Even though the level of realism achieved by traditional 3D rendering is
comparable to real life at the moment, there remain certain issues that needs
to be addressed on the topic:
•

Overall, these techniques are computationally expensive and demand
higher-end machines and long rendering time to achieve photorealistic
results.

•

The physically based approach can produce photorealistic images, but
on the account of real-time performance. Recent consumer products
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have achieved some kind of physically accurate real-time applications,
however, physically based approaches are still computationally
expensive to implement.
•

Interactive global illumination techniques, though they present a realtime solution, are still approximations that are prone to errors and
glitches in representing light transport. Also, producing realistic images
while keeping a consistent frame rate require higher-end computations
to produce.

•

Even though the rendering equation allowed different effects to be
functions under the same algorithm. The same problem persists for
both illumination types; adding soft shadows, motion blur, depth of field
etc. will only add to the complexity of computation cost and time.

2.8 Image syntheses using convolutional neural networks
Convolutional neural networks is not a new concept, the general architecture
of CNN was first introduced in 1986 by (Rumelhart et al. 1985), and the first
inverse network was introduced by (Zhou et al. 1988) in 1988. These
architectures were simple with few parameters to control and little to no
learning features. The first significant improvement was in 2012, when
(Krizhevsky et al. 2012) was able to utilise a GPU to train a five-layer CNN on
a set of 1.3 million images. From that point on, the interest in CNN was
renewed specifically in computer vision and inverse problems, such as (Parkhi
et al. 2015), which is the method used in chapter 3. This technology had also
created interest in image syntheses, especially with the introduction of
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Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al. 2014), which
pushed the boundaries of what can be done in terms of image generation.
These methods enabled the production of sophisticated effects such as
ambient occlusion, depth of field, indirect lighting, motion blur, scattering and
anti-aliasing. This is made possible due to three main factors, namely, the
availability of large amounts of training data sets, deep yet trainable
(convolutional) learning architecture, and the GPU accelerated computations
(Nalbach et al. 2017). Convolutional Neural Networks or (ConvNets) has been
extensively applied in classification and segmentation tasks in many areas
with great success, as well as inverse imaging problems like deconvolution,
denoising, super resolution and medical image reconstruction.

2.8.1

Application of CNNs in Image-to-image Translation Problems

Prior to the introduction of GANs, CNNs were the tools to solve image-toimage translations. For example, for image synthesis tasks, CG2Real as
shown in Figure 2-3 proposed the augmentation of simulated images with
patches of natural images that are drawn from a very large pool of images
(Johnson et al. 2011). One clear drawback is the need for a large number of
images. In one particular case a total of 4.5 million images were required to
build 4 landscape images. Also, texture transfer can fail if there are scale or
perspective differences. A similar image synthesis example can be found in
(Gatys et al. 2015), as an artistic style can be transferred from a collection of
example images into new exemplar.
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2.8.2

Application of CNNs in 3D Functions

In terms of 3D representation, the ability to model chairs of different styles and
viewpoints from large public domain 3D CAD models using exemplar-based
3D category representation was proposed by (Aubry et al. 2014). Another
model shown in Figure 2-4 creates representation of volumetric shapes as a
probability distribution of binary variables on a 3D voxel grid using the Deep
Belief Network (ShapeNets) (Zhirong Wu et al. 2015). Also, supervised
learning is used to generate chairs, tables, and cars by applying upconvolutional networks (Dosovitskiy et al. 2014, 2015).
The application of CNN had expanded to include 3D rendering, like enabling
global illumination fast rendering in a single scene, with dynamic local light
sources using Pre-computed Radiance Transfer (PRT) (Ren et al. 2013), and
Image based relighting using a small number of images that learns how pixels
change colour responding to light for static scenes (Ren et al. 2015). One
approach filters Monte Carlo noise as shown in Figure 2-5, by learning the
relationship between noise and the ideal parameters using a nonlinear
regression model, giving the model the ability to generate distributed effects
like depth of field, motion blur, area light, glossy reflections and global
illumination (Kalantari et al. 2015).
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Figure 2-3: Overview of (Johnson et al. 2011) method, a large corpus of photographs is searched to find the most similar images, the user
then chooses the closest matches, then the real and CG images are co-segmented to identify similar regions, and the local style transfer
algorithms use the real images to upgrade the colour, tone, and/or texture of the CG image.
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Figure 2-4: Overview of 3D ShapesNets (Zhirong Wu et al. 2015). Showing the architecture and filter visualisation from different layers. This figure shows
the architecture of ShapeNets (left), and Data-driven visualisation examples from different levels of training (right).
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Figure 2-5: The structure of (Kalantari et al. 2015) machine learning Monte Carlo noise
filtering model. Which combines multilayer perceptron with a matching filter. The model
extracts two sets of features; the mean primary features, which contains colour, position,
shading normal, etc. And secondary features that are extracted from the mean primary
features in a local neighbourhood of each pixel. Based on the secondary features, the
multilayer perceptron then outputs the parameters of the filter. The filter then uses the mean
primary features to produce the final filtered pixel.

The notion of Deep Convolutional inverse graphics network (DC-IGN) enable
to produce different view of poses and lighting of a single object from a single
image (Kulkarni et al. 2015). Similar algorithms provide full deep shading with
end to end training which produces dense per-pixel output (Nalbach et al.
2017). A recent technique utilises multiple algorithms to produce real time
outputs, which consists of a recommendation system that learns the
preference of the user with the help of a CNN as shown in Figure 2-6, it also
allows the user to make adjustments with a latent space variant system
(Zsolnai-Fehér et al. 2018).
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(a)
Gallery with scores

(b)

(c)

(d)

Learning (GPR)

Neural Rendering

Material Recommendations

Figure 2-6: (Zsolnai-Fehér et al. 2018) four-step model structure for material
recommendation. (a) The user scores the materials based on their preference. (b) Gaussian
Progress Regression is performed to obtain preference function. (c) The obtained
recommendations are visualised in real time using a neural network. (d) The recommended
materials are assigned to the scene.

2.9 Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
GANs were first introduced by Ian Goodfellow (Goodfellow et al. 2014). He
proposed a method that can solve image-to-image translation problems
through two competing networks with minimal human intervention. GANs can
be considered an evolution of CNNs, as they share some of its structural
elements such as U-Nets and auto encoders. GANs have been widely applied
in graphical tasks like image-to-image translation using a single generator G

and discriminator D semi-supervised model (Isola et al. 2017) or unsupervised

dual learning (DualGAN) (Yi et al. 2017).
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The applications of GANs are proven to produce plausible results as a general
solution for various problems. For example, image syntheses from description,
where written instructions can dictate what content to draw and in what
direction (GAWWN) (Reed et al. 2016). It had been also utilised as hybrid
VAE/GAN model that enables photo editing to existing images called
Introspective GAN (Brock et al. 2016). Also, generating 3D objects from
probabilistic space with volumetric CNN and GANs (3D-GAN) (Wu et al. 2016).
The application of GANs can be beneficial in performing computer graphic
functions. One essential advantage is its ability of interpretations from missing
training data, this requires smaller image sets for training in comparison to
classical deep learning models. They can easily function at multi modal
scenarios, a single input image can generalise to multiple acceptable answers.
GANs can also produce sharp images because of the way GAN models learn
the cost function, by setting a specific goal such as resembling reality, then
learn the cost functions needed to satisfy this condition. GAN models are
based on the discrimination between real and fake cycles of output images
during the training and testing phases rather than traditional CNN deep
learning models, which minimises the Euclidean distance by averaging all the
plausible results in comparison to the ground truth, thus outputting blurry
images due to the averaging process. Finally, GAN models do not need
classifications nor label annotations.
GANs has been successfully applied in the image syntheses domain to
perform multitudes of functions, such as:
•

Texture Syntheses
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•

Image Super Resolution

•

Image In-painting

•

Face Image Syntheses

•

Human Image Syntheses

•

Image-to-image Translation

•

Video

2.10 Image-to-image translation
The term Image-to-image translation refers to the problem of translating a
possible representation of one scene into one or the other. It is related to style
transfer such as (Johnson et al. 2016) and (Jing et al. 2019) in terms of having
content image, a style image and output image that includes the information
of the content image. Image-to-image translation could be viewed as a
generalisation of style transfer because of its ability to manipulate attributes of
objects. For the purposes of this thesis, the literature of GANs will be discussed
in terms of supervision, of which the models can be either supervised or
unsupervised.

2.10.1 Supervised GANs
In GANs, pairs of images are needed to train both networks, to act as a
template or guide to the desired output. To further control the output,
conditional networks are trained to learn the mapping and loss functions from
input images such as image to image translation (Isola et al. 2017).
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An unsupervised approach applies one sided learning of two different image
sets AB such that it learns mapping of 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 without the need to learn 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 to

obtain convincing mapping (Benaim and Wolf 2017), r eliminate the need for
pairing images through the training of distribution of 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺: 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋 → 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌 until G(X) is

indistinguishable from the Y distribution which is demonstrated with CycleGAN

(Zhu et al. 2017). Another example of unpaired training is by discovering crossdomain relations (DiscoGAN) (Kim et al. 2017).
To further control the desired output, feeding a condition into both D,G networks
is essential (cGAN) (Mirza and Osindero 2014). These conditions can be in
the form of visual attributes (Attribute2Image) (Yan et al. 2016) by applying
Conditional Variational Auto-Encoder (CAVE). Another image conditional
model trains the domain-discriminator to maintain relevancy between input
image and generated image, to transfer input domain into a target domain in
semantic level and generates target images at pixel level (Yoo et al. 2016).
The condition can be inverted by mapping a real image into a latent space and
a conditional representation, which allows image modification based in
arbitrary attributes (iCGAN) (Perarnau et al. 2016).
In a similar manner to (Isola et al. 2017), high resolution image-to-image
translations can be conducted using label maps and conditional GANs, by
implementing multi-scale generator and discriminator architecture, this
framework allows incorporating object instance segmentation, which allows
manipulating objects and changing category. It also allows generating diverse
results given the same input (Wang et al. 2018). Another way to drive the
condition of output images is by guided geometry, which can control facial
expressions by implementing two subnetworks that are trained jointly to
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remove expressions, and expression syntheses (Song et al. 2017) (Tsai et al.
2019) suggested a multi-level adversarial network that better output space
domain adaptation at different feature levels. A different approach of colour
map application for medical volume control applies both Cycle and Shape
consistency GANs for cross modal implementation to synthesise 3D images
using unpaired data, it ensure consistent anatomical structure, as well as
improving volume segmentation by using synthetic data for modalities with
limited training samples (Zhang et al. 2019).

2.10.2 Unsupervised GANs
In terms of training data, the ability to train semi-supervised and unsupervised
models with minimum to no human intrusion for classification gives GANs a
great advantage over conventional deep learning methods, which has been
approached in various ways, such as approximating Bayesian inference
(Kingma and Welling 2013), or trading mutual information between observed
and predicted categorical class information CatGAN (Springenberg 2015).
Another way is maximizing the mutual information between a small subset of
the latent variables and the observation (InfoGAN) (Chen et al. 2016). Or by
enabling image translators to be trained from two unlabelled images from two
domains (DualGAN) (Yi et al. 2017). (Liu and Tuzel 2016) proposed a
framework based on Coupled GANs that learns a joint distribution of images
in different domains by using images from the marginal distributions in
individual domains. The ability to train simultaneous training of multiple
datasets from scalable multiple domains using a single model (Choi et al.
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2018) StarGAN. It is worth mentioning that there is a plethora of GAN structure
variations, and these are only few examples of them.
Another way to approach adversarial learning is with adaptive learning, such
as learning a transformation in the pixel space from one domain to the other
by adapting source-domain images to appear as if it is taken from the target
domain (Bousmalis et al. 2016). The image translation quality can be boosted
to enable higher resolution image-to-image translations in a coarse-to-fine
manner (Li et al. 2018). In this model, an adaptive fusion block is devised to
learn a dynamic integration of the current stage's output and the previous
stage's output. An image can be decomposed into a domain-invariant code
than can be recomposed from a random style code that is sampled from the
style space of the target domain (Huang et al. 2018).
One common feature between neural networks and GANs are auto-encoders,
(Berthelot et al. 2017) presented a model that focuses on equilibrium enforcing
in combination with loss derived from the Wasserstein distance for training.
Another unpaired dual adversarial auto-encoder model learns joint semantic
domain-to-domain translations in both directions (Royer et al. 2018).
The idea of self-supervision has been presented by (Chen et al. 2019). This
model tries bridging the gap between conditional and unconditional GANs, by
allowing the networks to collaborate on representation learning, maintaining
adversarial learning with the GAN game concept. Self-supervision is imposed
on the discriminator to learn meaningful feature representations during
training.
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There are other factors to learn features other than learning pixel positions in
an adversarial manner. (Sixt et al. 2016) applied a combination of generative
adversarial model and image augmentation of lighting, background, and other
details to realistically visualise bar-code-like patterns attached to honeybees.
Structure and style (S2-GAN) is another way to unsupervised learning (Wang
and Gupta 2016) as shown in Figure 2-7. (Chen et al. 2017) introduced a
convolutional network that learns human poses as shown in Figure 2-8, where
the discriminator stores fake examples as structure priors to help improve the
generator. (Mo et al. 2019) (InstaGAN) translates both the image and its
corresponding attributes while maintaining the permutation invariance property
of the instance. Also, an image can be reconstructed from information stored at
contour locations from synthesized texture and details in regions where no
input information is provided (Dekel et al. 2018).

Figure 2-7: Shows an overview of S2-GAN (Wang and Gupta 2016). represents the pipeline
as the Structure-GAN generates a surface normal map from uniform noise distribution ẑ .
Then both the surface normal map and ẑ are fed into the Style-GAN to generate the final

image.
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Figure 2-8: shows (Chen et al. 2017) proposed method for human pose estimation, (G) is a
multi-stack network for pose generation, (P) and (C) are discriminators to decide whether
the generated pose is real and the level of confidence in locating the body parts
respectively. The dashed lines represent the backward gradient feed to update (G). ➀
represents the movement back and forth to (G), ➁ represents the back-and-forth updates
of (G) from the (C) discriminator, and ➂ shows the updates from the (P) discriminator.

2.11 Summary
3D computer graphics were able to achieve highly realistic imagery in both
real-time and offline applications, this does not come, however, without any
trade-offs.
In real-time applications, to keep up with constant changes in the scene versus
the high computations needed for rendering are either resolved with
approximating the light model to mimic real-life illumination, or with prerendered visuals and animations. In offline applications, one known trade-off
is the high cost in both the time factor and the computation needed to visualise
these images, which requires high-end hardware.
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Though machine learning applications had achieved great results with
generative models, especially GANS, much of their focus remained in
synthesising and reconstructing realistic photos with style and pose transfers,
with limited focus on 3D, such as object generation and object extraction,
illumination and texturing. This leaves great room and potential to incorporate
GANs within the 3D pipeline.
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3 3D Model and Shadow Classification with
CNN
This chapter presents a method of classification for 3D objects and its
corresponding shadows, first by extracting features based on the eigenvalues,
then classified using both VGG-face and SVM.

3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes one of the first research questions that motivated this
thesis, the possibility that a learnt relation between an object and its
corresponding shadow can be established. This application had been carried
out with AR in mind, where a minimum number of objects is displayed on
screen and an immediate shadow needs to be displayed based on given
parameters.
The literature presented several models with illumination and other camera
and visual effects in mind, where CNN methods can achieve plausible results
in both fields; Computer Vision and Computer Graphics (Nalbach et al. 2017).
For Computer Vision, inverse problems can map attributes to RGB pixel
appearance such as position, normal, and reflectance. In Computer Graphics,
the advancements in screen space shading allows RGB per-pixel attributes to
produce advanced effects like ambient occlusion (AO), indirect light,
scattering, depth-of-field (DOF), motion blur, or anti-aliasing.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows, section 3.2 is dedicated for
deep learning using convolutional networks and support vector machine
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method used in the chapter, it explains the network structure, the image set,
as well as training and testing. Section 3.3 goes through the experiments that
were undertaken from training to testing using VGG-Face as well as
classification using support vector machine technique in section 3.4. This is
followed by the results in section 3.5. Finally, the chapter is concluded with the
summary in section 3.6.

3.2 Deep Learning with ConvNet and SVM
For this experiment, CNN is used to learn features of simple 3D geometrical
models to find the possibility of using deep learning for object classification,
this enables the program to later assign the right shadow to the corresponding
virtual object, here we start with CNN based on the VGG-Face model to train
and test the data set, and use a Support Vector Machine model for
classification.

3.2.1 CNN Architecture
The CNN architecture model of (Parkhi et al. 2015) is followed here, the model
consists of three main configurations (A, B, and D), (A) contains 11 blocks,

each block has a linear operator followed by one or more non-linear operators.
The blocks are divided into two parts; the first part contains eight convolutional
with linear operators and filters blocks. The second part is the Fully Connected
(FC) that contains the remaining three blocks, the first two FC layers output
are 4,096 in dimension (FC6 and FC7), the last FC layer has either N =2, 622
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or L = 1,024 dimensions (FC8), depending on the loss functions used for
optimisation. All the convolution layers are followed by a rectification layer
(ReLU). Networks (B) and (D) are similar to (A) but include 2 and 5 additional

convolution layers respectively.

The deep architectures φ is initialised by recognising N unique shapes, thus

N-ways classification problem is setup. For each training image ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 1, … . 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
is assigned a score vector 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑 (ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ∈ ℝ𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 by means of a final fully-

connected layer containing N linear predictors 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 ∈ ℝ𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁×𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 , b ∈ ℝ𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 , one per
shape or identity. These scores are compared to the ground-truth class

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁} by computing the empirical softmax log-loss E(φ) = − ∑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

log(𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 <𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡> / ∑𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞=1,…𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 <𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞,𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡>) where 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ) ∈ ℝ𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 , and 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 denotes the one
hot vector of class c . After learning, the classifier layer (W,b)

can be removed and the score vectors 𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) can be used for verification using
the Euclidean distance or triplet loss.

Figure 3-1: Details of the face CNN configuration as proposed by (Parkhi et al., 2015).

The pre-trained output 𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) ∈ ℝ𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 of the CNN, is normalised and projected to
a L≪D dimensional space using an affine projection
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𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 1 𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )/||𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )||2, 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 1 ∈ ℝ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿×𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 There are two key differences from the

previous formula; First, is that L ≠ D is unequal to the class identity numbers,
but it is the size of the descriptor embedding. Second, that the projection 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊1 is

trained to minimise the empirical triplet loss
�

max {0, α − ||𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎− 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛||2+||𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
− 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
||2}2, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊1
2
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛)∈𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )

.
||𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡)||2

(3)

During this step the bias is cancelled from the learning data. As α ≥ 0 is a fixed

scalar that represents a learning margin and T represents training triplets. A
triplet (a, p, n ) includes an anchor face image a as well as a positive p ≠ a and
negative n examples of the identity of the anchor. The projection
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊1 is learned on target datasets.

3.3 Experiments
3.3.1

Image Set

For the preliminary training set, the images were lab generated using Maya
and Arnold renderer, with the resolution of 300 x 300 pixels. The data set is
composed of four groups of simple objects renders, and their corresponding
four groups for shadows. The simple shapes used here are spheres, cubes,
cylinders, and cuboid, with the total number of 400 images. Each group
contains 100 images; 90 images for training and 10 images reserved for
testing. The image arrangement is based on image sequence of 100 frames
with the camera rotating around the Y axis of the object in 180 degrees.
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When feeding the model, the image set is decomposed into single dimension
pixel, converted into RGB and then resized into 224 x 224 pixels sized RGB
image for each participant for random patch sampling. Next, each participant
is fed into VGG-Face deep learning model, which is based on the MATLAB
toolbox MatConvNet linked against the NVIDIA CuDNN libraries to accelerate
training.
The following step is feeding the output data into the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) model for the classification function. The images are processed through
the convolutional network up to layer 34. Then the output is stored for the
testing set. Figure 3-2 shows an overview of the main framework applied in
this chapter.

3.3.2

CNN Training

The model is trained by decreasing three learning rates. The weights of the
filters run random sampling from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
10−2 standard deviation and Biases are initialised to zero. Training image set
is resampled so that the smaller of the width and height is equal to 256 pixels.
The next step is feeding random image patches with the size of 224×224 pixel
through the training set that are cropped with different areas from these
images. Also, the images are flipped left to right with 50% probability without
any colour augmentation.
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Figure 3-2: This figure shows the CNN framework used to assign the correct object to its corresponding shadow. The images are first assigned to classes inside
two groups (3D object, shadow). Next, the images are trained using the VGG-Face algorithm up to layer 34 (excluding the fully connected layers) to learn the
features. Then during testing the image set classes are switched to test the algorithms’ ability to learn the features. After that the data from the VGG-Face
algorithm is fed into SVM code to match the classes based on the correct content. Then 3D object can be matched to the correct shadow using a call up table.
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The configuration of CNN A is trained from scratch, while configurations B and

D are trained by starting from the trained configuration A, which is achieved

with fully connected layers applied to A that are randomly initialised for the

purposes of training and fine-tuning the network again. Then the network is
frozen except for the last fully connected layer implementing the discriminative
projection to run the triplet loss scheme. Next, the layer is trained for 10 epochs
using SGD with a fixed learning rate of 0.25. Each epoch contains all the
possible positive pairs (a, p), while image a is the anchor and p is considered

its paired positive example. Choosing good triplets is crucial and must find a

balance between informative examples selection and swamping training with
examples that are too hard.
This can be achieved by the extension of each pair (a, p) to become a triplet

(a, p, n) by randomly sampling the image n only for the images that violate the

triplet loss margin. The latter is a form of hard-negative mining, but it is less
aggressive than selecting the maximally violating example, which is usually
performed in structured output learning.

3.3.3

Testing the Data set

During the test phase, the same CNN operations are applied during the
learning phase, only this time it is run on the four image sets of the test data,
which consists of 40 images; 10 images randomly picked from each training
group that are not used during the training.
The results are stored for the prediction phase using SVM. During this time,
the embedded descriptors 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊1𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) are compared in Euclidean distance to
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verify the images. Here the goal is to tell whether two images ℓ1 and ℓ2 have

the same identity or not; by comparing whether the distance

||𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊1𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ1) − 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊1𝜑𝜑𝜑𝜑(ℓ2)||2 between embedded descriptors is smaller than a

threshold T. Which is learnt separately to extend the reliability of the

verification process.

3.4 Classification using SVM
As mentioned earlier, the training sets were divided into four main groups, each
group contained 40 images of views of one of the simple shapes shown in Figure
3-3: Image set groups used in VGG-Face experiment, the upper row contains the object
sets and their numbering annotations, the lower row contains the shadow sets and their
annotations.. Similarly, a counter group of sets were created for the shadows, also

shown in Figure 3-3. The training set consisted of 360 images for the objects as
well as for the shadows. A testing set is also prepared consisting of 10 images
chosen randomly from each group bringing up the total to 40 images for the
objects as well as the shadows, they are grouped the same way as the as the
training set, but they had been named differently.

The output of the VGG-Face model is then fed into MATLAB Support Vector
Machine (SVM) model to predict and match participants from the testing set to
their corresponding group in the learning set. All the operations above are run
on the simple shapes data set, as well as the corresponding shadow data set.
The output is an excel sheet that contains the number of the image set, next
to it is the predicted image to match from the testing set, as well as the name
of each test image.
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Figure 3-3: Image set groups used in VGG-Face experiment, the upper row contains the
object sets and their numbering annotations, the lower row contains the shadow sets and
their annotations.

3.5 Results
This experiment was conducted by applying a CNN technique based on VGGFace model to predict the relation between training image sets of simple
geometrical objects to its correct testing image set, as well as matching image
sets of the shadows to its correct shadow set. There were 4 training image
sets, and 4 testing image sets for both objects and shadows, Table 3-1 shows
the predictions results of the SVM model for these groups. The image set
contained minimal number of details, yet the model was able to match the
correct groups together. The results were promising with 100 % accuracy
between all participants and the data set.
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Table 3-1: Results from SVM classification.
Object image set

Shadow image set

Original

Classified

Original

Classified

1

2

1

4

2

1

2

3

3

4

3

2

4

3

4

1

This approach can be useful in applications with limited 3D geometry presence
in a scene such as AR, where a single 3D model is superimposed on top of a
realistic footage, and shadow position information can be drawn from the
realistic footage.

3.6 Summary
To summarize, this chapter presented a framework for shadow classification
that can be useful for mobile AR applications. The experiment conducted here
consisted of using VGG-Face and Support Vector Machine (SVM) models in
combination with lab generated 3D renders to explore the ability to train a CNN
model for object-shadow classification, the experiment was conducted on
simple geometrical 3D objects following the learn by example CNN approach,
the results of the experiment were promising with high prediction rate.
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4 Generating Hard and Soft Cast Shadows
using GANs
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a cast shadow generation technique using GANs is introduced
as a component of computer graphics pipeline, which specifically generates
shadows for 3D rendered images. This technique is derived from regression
and other convolutional neural network models such as the U-Net
architectures which can be utilised for producing global illumination effects with
accurate depth of field.
This work uses Tensorflow port of Pix2pix because due to its semi- supervised
training ability as well as the output quality of the images. This implementation
uses colour labels that are able to produce images with believable level of
realism.
A number of experiments using computer generated images were carried out
to study the effects of colour labels to generate correct shadows for a variety
of 3D shadowed and un-shadowed models, then a high-resolution image is
augmented on top to enhance the output quality. As a result, this model was
able to generate believable results with correct shadows in the great majority
of the cases.
This chapter is structured as follows, section 4.2 goes through the used imageto-image network structure, section 4.3 goes through the pilot studies that were
carried out using different GAN models, section 4.4 goes through the
experiments carried out using our chosen image-to-image model. Section 4.5
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talks about the testing and validation process used in the experiments, and in
section 4.6 the chapter is concluded with a summary.

4.2 Network Structure
The main objective of GAN is to train two networks (generator and
discriminator) at the same time from scratch (Figure 4-1), such that the correct
mapping function is learnt learn by applying gradient descent to generate
images that are believable to the human eye. This model relies mainly on
cGAN, where the image observed decides the output of the learning process,
such that,
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺: 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 → 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

(4-1)

Such that 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is a random noise vector, z represents an observed image, and 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

is the output image. There are two main components in the model; Generator

G , and a Discriminator D , of which they operate on “real” or “fake” basis by

training both networks at the same time with different objectives in mind, the
aim of G is to produce realistic images, while the aim of D is to distinguish which
of these images are fake, which can be expressed as,

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ∗ = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎g min max ℒ𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺, 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷) + 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆ℒ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿1 (𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺)
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

(4-2)

Where L1 is the loss function of the generator G , which is capable of producing

less blurry results than the traditional gaussian noise vector z methods. Both
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of these networks are structured based on the convolution-BatchNorm-ReLu
structure. But the generator is different as it follows the general U-Net
structure. The discriminator models the image as a Markov random Field,
which makes the PatchGAN aspect of Pix2pix’s loss function a form of style
and structure approach.
The use of a U-Net model enables better flow of information within the network
than the encoder-decoder structure as it adds skip connections over bottle
necks between layer 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and layer 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, where 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 represents the total number of
layers, by concatenating all channels at layer 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 with the ones in 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, which
results producing sharper images.

For discriminator D, a Patch GAN of 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 × 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 is used to minimize any blurry

outputs by treating the image in small patches that are classified as real or
fake across the image. The results are then averaged to the accumulative
result of D, such that the image is modelled as a Markov random field, which

is referred to by (Isola et al. 2017) as a form of texture/style loss.

The optimisation process alternates descent steps between D and G , by

training the model to maximize log 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 (𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧)) and divide the objective by 2,
the reason for this is to slow the learning rate of D . Minibatch Stochastic

Gradient Descend with Adam solver is applied at the rate of 0 : 0002 for
learning, and its momentum parameters are set to 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽1 = 0.5, 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽2 = 0: 999. This

allows the discriminator to compare minibatch samples for the real and the

generated. The G network uses the same training phase setting at the
inference time, dropout and batch normalization to the test batch is applied at
test time with batch size of 1. And in the last step a random jitter is applied by
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expanding the input image resolution from 256 × 256 pixels to 286 × 286
pixels, and then crop it back to its original size of 256 × 256 pixels.

Figure 4-1: This framework focuses on image pairs that are tailored to a specific function
through the use of pix2pix code.
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For post processing, Photoshop is used to enhance the quality of resulting
image, this is achieved by augmenting a higher resolution rendered image on
top of the output model image to end up with a more realistic final image. This
step has only been added for aesthetical purposes due to computational
limitations and can easily be eliminated when the model is able to run at full
resolution.

4.3 Experiments
This section reports the initial experiments conducted to achieve correct
shadow generation and perform minor supporting shading functions, the
proposed method is a data driven one, which is mainly interested in making
adjustments to the image set through multiple iterations, thus, generate
believable outputs.
The task is not directly related to recreating a full photographic image as
described by (Isola et al. 2017), rather it is a 3D computer graphic one. For
this reason, the conditions that are meant to be tested are manually created
using an off-the-shelf 3D program, in this case Maya and Arnold render engine
were the software of choice.
The pilot studies were carried out using a simple form of DCGAN with a simple
image set of a cube, as shown in Figure 4-2, the scene setup is constructed
around a single light source with variations of illumination intensities. The
experiment started with an image set of 5600 images. The initial outputs were
good with believable shadows, backgrounds and lighting intensity, however,
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the outputs were randomly generated as seen in Figure 4-3 with no way to
control the results.

Figure 4-2: Low resolution input samples that were used for the training phase in the initial
DCGAN experiment at 256 × 256 pixels for each image.

The next step consisted of experimenting with a simple conditional GAN model
that is designed to generate MNIST data set output, which relied on numbered
classes to drive the outputs, the resulted images were plausible, as shown in
Figure 4-4. The image sets were modified to manipulate the output images,
but the type, colour, and direction of the resulting shadow control were not
possible, as it is meant to produce random variations within a given class. Also,
the output image quality had poor resolution at 64 × 64 pixels for each image.

Nevertheless, this provided the needed proof of concept that shadow
generation is possible given the right conditions.
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Figure 4-3: This figure shows the random outputs from the initial DCGAN experiment.
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Figure 4-4: The output images from the Initial experiment using conditional GAN, which
produced believable backgrounds, light, and shadows. The resolution, however, it outputs
small image size at 64 × 64 pixels for each image.

4.4 Image-to-image approach
By assuming that GANs are capable to generate both soft and hard shadows
on demand, a model that utilises semantic colour labels deemed to be the best
fit, namely pix2pix (Isola et al. 2017). The aim here is to exploit both natures
of the pix2pix code; Conditional and Patch GANs for the reasons explained
earlier in section 4.1. The evaluation will be based on both real-fake and
similarity index matrices. The real-fake aspect focuses on the visual quality of
the output images which can be evaluated visually, as the network itself
prevents poor quality images past its discriminator.
In terms of similarity index metrices, the two methods proposed by (Wang et
al. 2004) were followed; the first is PSNR which is used to measure the peak
signal in comparison to the noise ratio and is given a score between 1 and
100. The second is SSIM which calculates the ratio between the strength of
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the maximum achievable power of the reconstructed signal and the strength
of the corrupted noisy signal and it is given a score between -1 and 1.
To this extent, a series of experiments were carried out using the network
explained above. Each image is divided into two square sections 256 × 256

pixels similar to the Pix2pix façade image set, paired with their colour label that
guides the semi supervised feature learning process with a specific colour
assigned to each desired output.
The first take involved a small image number of 100 images; 80 images were
reserved for training, 10 for testing, and 10 for validation, the set consisted of
random rendered images of a simple cube, with a combination of different
views and lighting intensities. The initial results show that the network
translated the shadow areas correctly, with believable intensity. Also, the
cube’s colour was consistent and correctly translated across all possible
outputs as shown in Figure 4-5 (b) top section. However, the network took a
liberal approach when translating the environment, the output colours of the
background differed from the target images on some occasions. And some of
the environments included tiling and patches artefacts as shown in the bottom
section of Figure 4-5 (b), which given the small number of training images is
understandable.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-5: This figure shows problematic output samples from the initial Image to image
approach given a limited training image set, showing colour map (a), generated output (b)
and target (c).

Next, a three-dimensional model of the Stonehenge was used (Figure 4-6).
The model is lit with one light source, and the camera rotates 360 degrees
around the Y axis. However, there are no light intensity changes, and the
background is always pure white in all the images. The overall number of
images here is 500 images, with 300 images for training, 100 for testing and
another 100 for validation. First, the network is trained from the input images
to generate images similar to the training data, the only difference here is that
the test images are not learnt during training as shown in Figure 4-6. From the
output images (b) we can see that the network generated correct shadows and
overall recreation of the target image (c). However, the outputs are less sharp
than the target image and feels a little blurry, yet still within an acceptable level
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of blurriness. Thus, the high-resolution image (d) is manually mapped on top
of the output (b) using Photoshop, which is only intended here only for
aesthetic factor.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-6:The Stonehenge image set shows the colour map (a), output of an image not
seen in the training phase with correct translation of 3D model and its shadow (b), the target
image, which is not seen in the training phase (c), and the high resolution superimposed
image (d).
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The next question was: can the model produce shadows for non-shadowed
images that are not included in the training phase? For that, a work around is
proposed by customising the colour labels for this specific need. In the
validation step the images were fed with no shadows as in Figure 4-7 (c),
paired with colour labels that contains the desired shadows (a). As can be
seen from the examples in Figure 4-7 (b), the model translated the shadows
seamlessly and corresponding to the light source with the appropriate drop off
amount of shadow to the input image.
The next task was the possibility to generate correct shadows only as in Figure
4-8 (b) for non-shadowed models (c), which is achieved by creating the colour
label with only cast shadows (a), while the network is trained using full
shadowed models, paired with shadowed labels. The results show accurate
translation of shadow direction and intensity (see Figure 4-8 (b) and (d)).
As for the final set of experiments, two render setups were created, one for
training, the second for testing and validation. The setup consisted of a single
light source and a 360 degrees rotating camera setup that revolves around the
dragon’s Y axis with step angle that is different from the training and testing
images. The camera is elevated 30 degrees in the X axis to show a more
complex and elevated view of the dragon model rather than orthographical
one. The image set consists of 1600 images for training, 600 images for testing
and 800 for validation (see Figure 4-9).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4-7: An output sample of the Stonehenge image set shows the colour map (a), and
correct shadows output (b) from non-shadowed images (c) and its high-resolution
augmentation (d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-8: Generating shadows with correct translation (b) for non-shadowed image (c)
using only a shadow colour map (a) of the input image (c), then the output (b) is mapped to
a high-resolution image (d).
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Figure 4-9: Image pair samples from the third validation set, which shows some input images
and their corresponding colour maps.

The training set (Table 4-1) is divided into different categories, each category
is included within 200 images that has occasional overlapping features. The
aim here is to understand how the changes made to the input image / label will
affect the output images. For example, if a standard colour map is fed to a
coloured image, will it translate the colours across or will the output contain
only standard colour, this will be beneficial for the training process in future
applications. The networks were all trained from scratch for each image set,
and the weights are initialized from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and
standard deviation 0.02.
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Table 4-1: This figure shows all the various categories applied in the final set of experiments.

4.5 Testing and validation
The image set reserved for testing consisted of 600 images that were not
included during the training phase. Some of the features that are learnt during
the training phase are tested and their weights are adjusted accordingly.
As for validation, 800 images that are unseen during the training phase are
used, they are derived from the testing image set, but have been heavily
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modified as shown in Table 4-1. The goal is to test generating soft and hard
cast shadows from unseen label images, as well as coloured shadows, partial
shadows, generating shadows for non-shadowed models, and some extreme
cases that aims to produce shadows for images that has different orientation
and colour labels than their original counterparts.
From this point, the experiments were executed in three phases. The first
phase consisted in training the model with focus on standard labels to generate
soft and hard cast shadows by training 1000 images, 400 are reserved for
standard colours and shadows, the remaining 600 images formed arbitrary
cases that are shown in the training section (Table 4-1), with arbitrary 300
images for each of the testing and validation. The standard colours and
shadows concluded a full 360-degree view of the 3D model. While the arbitrary
coloured samples included 10-25 images for each case, accumulating to 6
colour variations for the models and their respective colour labels. The first
objective was to observe the model’s ability to generalise colour information
into textures, which is to fill the details of the image from its training data and
overlay colour information on top of it. As a result, the general details were
visible on the models, but heavy artefacts such as blurring and tiling in some
of the coloured images were visible, especially with fewer training images as
shown in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10: This figure shows examples of the artefacts in some coloured image outputs
in the first phase experiment due to fewer training images.

Based on this information, a second experiment was carried out. The image
set was adjusted in order to reduce the tiling artifact, which is due to the small
number of training images in some previous cases. For this, the number of
training images was increased to 200 per case, accumulating the training set
to 1600 images.
For validation, the code was pushed to extremes, such as image pairing
between different colour labels and different directions. Also, pairing partial
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and non-shadowed images. The validation set consisted of 800 images,
assuming beforehand that tiling artifacts will be present similar to the previous
experiment where some cases contained different angles or different colours.
The lengthy training time is a major challenge for this technique, as the training
time for this set of experiments ranged between 3 days and one week using
an Intel Core i7 @2.60GHz processor, an Nvidia GeForce GTX 960M Graphic
card and 8GHz RAM laptop, which is considered long for training 1600 images,
which is the main reason for limiting the image size to 256 × 256 pixels, had
the image size increase, this will lead to drastic increase of training time or for
the model to crash. For the purpose of this experiment, mapping the output
image with a high-resolution rendered image is one way to overcome this
issue. Once the model had been trained and optimized for its intended
purpose, the model should be capable of real-time execution, but this issue is
not dealt with in this thesis.
This method was able to generalise well in most cases with minimal to no
errors, it was also able to produce sharp images, especially with direct
translation tasks like the ones displayed in Figure 4-11, and colour variations
in Figure 4-12, even with partial and non-shadowed images. The colour
outputs remained consistent and translated correctly in most outputs. Which
is a plausible shadow generation given a relatively small training set
(Approximately 200 images per case), even though the training set is restricted
to a specific use.
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Figure 4-11: The initial phase of the third set, which shows direct translation tasks. Our focus here is mainly the ability to generate believable soft and hard shadows,
as well as inpainting for missing patches.
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By examining Figure 4-13, it can be seen that the code is able to generalise to
a wide array of scenarios. For example, in some cases the colour map of the
validation image does not match the training data. This means that the model
is able to interpret missing data and fill in the gaps when needed. However,
the code tended to take a liberal approach in translating the colour difference
between the label and the target image with clear bias towards the colour label
over the target image as shown in Figure 4-14, the same bias can be observed
in partial images, non-shadowed images, and images with soft and hard
shadows. The network struggled the most when more than two parameters
were changed simultaneously. For example, a partial image and nonshadowed model will translate well. But partial image and switched shadow
types in addition to switched position will cause the model to show tiling in its
outputs as shown in Figure 4-15.
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Figure 4-12: Phase two of the third set focused on the interpretation of coloured shadows, since shadows are darker values of colours
and not grey values.
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Figure 4-13: The third phase of the third set, the model is pushed to its limits by switching targets, colour background and colour maps.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-14: Shows an example of the colour bias towards the colour label. In this example,
the colours red and yellow (a) had been assigned the “standard” colour label during training,
which is white background and original colours for the model. Even though the target image
(c) has a purple background, the output (b) was rendered with the “standard” background
colour, the same bias can be observed in all the other variations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-15: shows the difference in output image quality when two parameters (top) had been changed versus three parameters (bottom), (a) shows
examples of the training images, (b) shows examples of the validation images, and (c) shows examples of the output images.
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The model seems to struggle the most with position switching than any other
change, especially when paired with switching the colour map as well. This is
usually translated in the form of noise, blurring and tiling (see Figure 4-12),
while the colours remain consistent and true to training images, and the
shadows are correct in shape and intensity, but are produced with noise and
tiling artefacts.

4.6 Results
For quantitative assessment of the output images, the methods used to
evaluate the outputs of this chapter are PSNR and SSIM (Wang et al. 2004)
to confirm the previous observations and assumptions. The PSNR technique
measures the peak signal to noise ratio, which is given a score between 1 and
100. While SSIM computes the ratio between the strength of the maximum
achievable power of the reconstructed signal and the strength of the corrupted
noisy signal, which is given a score between 0 and 1.
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Figure 4-16: The PSNR similarity index assigns a value between 0-100 to each category.
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Figure 4-17: The SSIM similarity index assigns a value between 0-1 to each category.
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When looking at Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17, the overall performance leans
towards the higher spectrum across the board, with categories 4 and 5 as the
highest values, as they are the control categories and have similar features as
the training set. Other categories that are worth mentioning are 1,12 and 20,
which achieved almost similar scores as categories 4 and 5, these categories
had one or two conditions change such as partial model in 1 and 12, or nonshadowed partial model in 1. The lowest average scores were in the categories
with non-synchronized image pairs such as categories 3 and 19, as in category
3 the images were pushed to extremes such as having partial models and
switched colour maps, and in category 19 the partial images used took a large
portion of the model. It is interesting to point out that categories 7 and 18
achieved similarly low scores even though only one condition had been
changed for category 7, and two conditions were changed for category 18, and
the changes were not extreme, this calls for further understanding of the
cause, however, it does not affect the model performance.

4.7 Summary
This chapter explored a possible application of GANs in a computer graphics
context, by utilising a pix2pix Tensorflow port in order to perform 3D
visualisation related operations, such as generating shadows for 3D rendered
images, this is achieved by pairing images to their corresponding semantic
colour labels, these realistic image sets were created using Maya 3D program.
A series of pilot studies using different GAN scripts such as conditional GAN
with believable results and concluded that Pix2pix would be the best way to
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go with at this stage for its inclusion of conditional GAN and PatchGAN, as
they allow better overall feature learning, especially that conditional GAN
brings control over the desired output for its use of image pairing and colour /
semantic labels. Also, for its U-net structure which allows sharper image
output.
The first experiment was concerned with the ability to generate hard and soft
shadows in standard colour labels and backgrounds, here 6 colour variations
were prepared for training, exploring all the possible outcomes of these
variations such as partial and non-shadowed images. The data set included
1000 images for training, 600 testing and validation images. The outputs of
this experiment were believable in most cases. However, the out displayed
blurring and tiling artifacts with coloured categories that lacked enough training
images paired with it as shown in Figure 4-10.
The second experiment the image set was updated to contain a total of 3000
images, 1600 of these images reserved for training with equal training images
number for each of the 8 cases. 600 images reserved for testing, and 800 for
validation, this included soft and hard shadows, coloured images, partial and
non-shadowed images. Also, for the validation set, the images contained some
extreme cases like pairing different directions of the model, as well as pairing
one colour map to a different coloured model. The network produced
believable results for most of the cases, with the exception of the extreme
cases, which produced blurring and tiling artifacts.
For the experiments conducted in this chapter, the results were promising for
generating shadows particularly when the model is challenged to generate
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accurate partial shadows from the training set, it also demonstrated reliable
ability in interpreting outputs for images that were unseen during the training
phase, except pairing with different colours or different model view. However,
there are still challenges that faces this approach and are open questions for
future work, the output images still suffer from minor blurriness, the network
required long training time due to hardware limitations, this also constituted
the small output resolution at 256 × 256 pixels.
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5 Generating Realistic Image Sequences from
Low-Poly Count 3D Renders
In this chapter, image-to-image translation is applied to low polygon count
rendered images in association with colour maps in a manner that produces
realistic output image sequences. A series of experiments are carried out to
enhance the coherence of the output images generated from the model.

5.1 Introduction
There have been criticisms for using 3D renders as part of training images in
generative models (Johnson et al. 2011), especially when the aim is to
generate photographic outputs. As they are unreliable and usually fail to
generate similar photographic output because they learn features that are
different from what is usually observed in realistic photograph. 3D renders and
photographs differ than each other in three major ways, one of these
differences is the saturation of colour in 3D renders in comparison to
photographs, the second difference is multiscale image statistics of a CG
image such as the filter outputs at different scales of the histogram does not
match its counterpart statistics of those of a photograph, and lastly, 3D renders
often lack the details and look too pristine (Johnson et al. 2011). Also, to be
able to replicate what is seen in photographs using 3D models requires long
hours of work from a skilled artist which require a high budget. This made
research divert away from using 3D renders and focus on using generative
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algorithms to generate novel images from photographs that reside in large
image repositories, especially to expand a limited image set.
In commercial 3D packages such as Maya, an image is mapped to the model’s
UV coordinate to simulate bumps and textures and other visual attributes in a
realistic manner. These are known as texture, bump and displacement maps.
These maps are then superimposed on top of a low polygon model in order to
achieve the photorealistic results. However, the level of computation increases
drastically depending on the level of realism of the model, environment,
camera and visual effects applied, thus requiring high-end GPU and
processors to be able to handle the job.
The approach used in this chapter is similar in terms of utilising a low-poly
version of the model to produce a realistic image in real-time. However, since
the high-resolution image is already learnt in the training set, this cuts all the
extra computations needed to process the lighting, texture, shadows, and
details, as all the needed computations are executed in the image plane. In
this method, the number of polygons, effects, and details does not affect the
computation process more than looking up the learnt data within the trained
model, so a frame rate drop and lag that is usually caused by dense scenes is
not to be expected.
This chapter is constructed as follows, the image set used in the experiments
is described in section 5.2, which also includes the process of creating the
colour semantic labels. Section 5.3 includes the process conducted for training
and testing the image set. Section 5.4 lists all the experiment phases that have
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been conducted. Section 5.5 presents the results of the experiments and
finally section 5.6 contains the summary of the chapter.

5.2 Image Set
For this experiment set, the image set consisted of lab-generated 3D renders
of 3D model turntables created using Maya and Arnold. Similar to the previous
image set, these renders consisted of the dimensions of 256 × 256 pixels for
all the images, namely, the rendered 3D model images with all of their

corresponding polygon densities, the shadow and model alpha maps, as well
as the semantic colour labels.
The original point cloud of these models used originally accessed from the
Stanford Computer Graphics Laboratory’s 3D scanning repository, namely,
Happy Buddha, Stanford Dragon and the Stanford Bunny. The scan point
cloud is then imported into Meshlab program as the point cloud is broken into
multiple scan angles, these different parts are aligned and stitched in Meshlab
and finally exported as (.obj) format, which Maya can import as a 3D mesh to
be further processed and rendered later on. The model polygon reduction was
carried out inside Maya by using the Reduce function and specifying the
percentage desired, the program is left to decide the best course of action in
terms of which polygons to remove. Table 5-1 shows the triangle count inside
Maya for the imported meshes, these models are considered dense for some
uses, for instance, it needs to be cut down to around 40,000 triangles for a
game character, to prevent the gaming from lagging and dropping the desired
frame rate at run time.
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Table 5-1: This table shows the initial polygon count of the high dense 3D models used in
this chapter.

Stanford Bunny

Happy Buddha

Stanford Dragon

69,451 Triangles

100,000 Triangles

658,176 Triangles

(not smoothed)

(smoothed)

(Smoothed)

5.2.1 Semantic Colour Labels
One way that could be applied to create colour labels is through the Pix2pix
code itself (Isola et al. 2017). It is possible to change the direction of the
created image from A-B to B-A, thus generating a colour map as an output
instead of an input image. This method, however, is not used here, as the
model is able to track object silhouettes with great detail. However, it is
unreliable when it comes to object shadows. For this reason, the colour labels
were generated using a manual approach using Maya and Photoshop.
The process of making the colour labels is two-fold. First, as a part of the
render process, two alpha masks are created simultaneously as shown in
Figure 5-1, these are black and white images that make it easier to select and
mask their corresponding shapes. These shadow masks consist of a 3D model
silhouette (c), which includes self-shadows if needed, and another one for the
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cast shadows (b), which can be soft or hard depending on the light condition,
they were not used throughout the masking process because of the ambient
occlusion effect embedded in the image as seen in image (b), but they can be
utilised in automated methods. In the second step, these images are imported
to Photoshop and then these masks are replaced with solid colours that are
assigned to each element in the image. The process is labour intensive and
quite time consuming as each image needs to through both steps, yet the
process can be easily automated inside any 3D program with some
modifications in the rendering pipeline.

5.3 Training and Testing
The model used here for training and testing is similar to the one used in
chapter 4, most of the modifications were related to the making of semantic
colour labels, as well as the types and properties of the image sets used, thus
changing the expected result from the output images. This is due to the flexible
nature of the pix2pix code, which allows multimodality to output a wide variety
of results just by manipulating the semantic colour labels to tailor them towards
the desired goal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5-1: This figure shows the beauty render or ground truth image (a) and its
corresponding shadow mask (b), as well as the shadow matte, which separates the model
silhouette from the cast shadow, and finally the resulting colour label (d), which is created
in Photoshop.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-2: This figure shows the three 3D models used in the training and testing
phases with their corresponding semantic colour labels. All the phases have been
trained using high polygon density models.
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In all of the phases, a total number of 540 images were used for training, as
well as 240 images for testing, both using the highest polygon densities of the
3D models paired with the corresponding semantic colour labels as shown in
Figure 5-2. The images are broken down into 180 images for training for each
of the three models used. As for testing, 80 rendered images were used for
each of the three models as well, these images were taken randomly from the
training set, so they are not seen by the model before the testing phase. For
the render setup, similar to chapter 4, the setup is based on a 360 degree turn
around of each of the models, with a single light source lighting the scene.

5.4 Experiments
Following the previous section’s training and testing, the experiment process
consisted of three main phases:
1. Validating the output of the training process using different 3D
model densities paired with their corresponding semantic colour
labels, then decide on the best density that has the lowest
number of polygons while maintaining the integrity of the original
shape of the 3D model. Table 5-2 shows all the polygon count
for all the different densities used. Also, Figure 5-3,Figure 54Figure 5-5 shows sample renders of these densities.
2. Validating the selected densities from the previous phase using
the colour semantic labels of the high polygon density models
and compare the new results to the ground truth output images.
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3. Based on the outputs of phase 2, the models with the best results
are then validated as a full turntable image sequence in order to
analyse how they will translate as an animation and spot all the
potential problems.

Table 5-2: This table shows the initial polygon count of the 3D models used in this
chapter.

Stanford Bunny

Happy Buddha

Stanford Dragon

Full Density

69,451 Triangles

100,000 Triangles

658,176 Triangles

40% Reduction

-

-

396,960 Triangles

85% Reduction

-

-

103,152 Triangles

98% Reduction

1,268 Triangles

2,020 Triangles

-

99.5% Reduction

294 Triangles

-

-
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-3: This figure shows the dragon image set polygon densities that were used in the
experiments, where (a) shows 100% density and (b) shows the model with 40% polygon
reduction, and (c) shows the 85% reduction model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-4: This figure shows the bunny polygon density variations at 100% density (a), as
well as 98% reduction (b) and 99.5% reduction (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5-5: This figure shows the Buddha density variations at 100% (a), 90% reduction (b)
and 98% reduction (c).

The validation process is the process of creation, where the conditions for the
output image is fed into the model and it is finally generated. Since the phases
are co-dependent on results and not temporally dependant on each other, all
the image set for the high polygon density three models were trained at once,
and then the validation for phases 1 and 2 were generated at the same time,
as well as ground-truth images to be compared to later on.
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For phase 1, An average of 15 images for each density shown in Table 5-2
were validated by the model, paired with their corresponding semantic colour
label, meaning the low polygon density 3D models were paired with low
polygon density colour label. A total of 8 categories were validated including
samples from the ground truth for comparison purposes. The assumption for
the output images was that the model will compensate the angularity of the
colour labels because the model was trained with high dense models and
colour labels. However, the colour labels dictated the shape of the silhouette
of the 3D model, the training set mainly controlled the details and textures
inside the label’s colour. Another effect is the feature placement changes that
occurred in the lower density models as can be seen in Figure 5-6, it also
shows the process of training and validating phase 1. A comparative example
of the Stanford Bunny output images of phase 1 can be seen in Figure 5-7.
For the results of phase 2, as they were generated at the same time as phase
1 in order to compare the results and use the technique with the best results.
This phase used the same image set in phase 1. However, some changes had
been made in the validation image set, as the semantic colour label of the low
poly model had been replaced with the same colour labels of the highresolution model as shown in

Figure 5-8.

When evaluated visually, the outputs

from this phase clearly solves the silhouette irregularity from phase 1, as well
as the position of the model landmarks to some extent, this can be seen in
Figure 5-9. As a result, this technique will be used in phase 3.

.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-6: In phase 1, high polygon density models paired with their corresponding colour labels (a) were used for training. During validation, low
polygon density models were paired with their corresponding colour labels (b). Finally, (c) represents some output samples.
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Ground Truth

98% Reduction

99.5% Reduction
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-7: This figure shows a comparative example of the outputs of the Stanford Bunny
in phase 1. The colour label silhouette (a) affects the silhouette of the output (c). Also, the
details in the target image (b) sometimes affects the placement of some of the features such
as the placement of the eye in lower (c).
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For phase 3, the model was trained from scratch using a total of 900 images,
810 images of them are dedicated for training (270 images per model), and 90
images for testing (30 images per model) which have been randomly selected
from the training set. All of the images used for training contained the renders
of high polygon density and realistic-looking models paired with their
corresponding semantic colour labels without any changes. Next, based on
the output of phase 2, low polygon density renders were paired with semantic
colour labels of the high polygon density models. Here the aim is to generate
a turnaround of each of the models, using 300 images for each of the models
previously used. The aim here is to observe how the model will behave as an
image sequence, whether it will interpret the transitions from action to action
in a smooth manner or not, as well as observing the effect of using a low
polygon density image set in the validation step.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-8: In phase 2, the model was trained using high polygon density models paired with their high polygon density colour labels (a). For validation, the model used
low polygon density models paired with high polygon density colour maps (b). A sample of the output images is shown in (c).
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Ground Truth

Phase 1

Phase 2
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-9: This figure shows the impact of using the colour label of low polygon density
model (middle (a)) in phase 1, versus high polygon density colour label (middle (a)) when
using low polygon density model in the validation phase (middle and lower (b)).
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5.5 Results
Three sets of experiments were conducted using the same image-to-image
model outlined in Image-to-image approach4.4. The approach had been
modified such that lower density 3D models can be used to generate renders
that are higher in density, this had been conducted in 3 phases as explained
in 5.4. The metric used to evaluate the output is the same used in 4.6, but here
is applied in an image-to-image manner rather than the average of a group of
images. In addition to that, a control group had been generated using high
polygon density model and high polygon density colour label to compare
against the other variations. Each group has two corresponding metrics. The
highest and lowest control group scores of the high polygon density models
can be summarised in Table 5-3. The scores for the three sets of experiments
will need to coincide with the control group scores.

Table 5-3: The highest and lowest scores of both PSNR and SSIM for the control group
control group.

Highest Score

Lowest Score

Highest Score

Lowest Score

PSNR 0-100

PSNR 0-100

SSIM -1-1

SSIM -1-1

Happy Buddha

36.68

36.04

0.92

0.89

Stanford Bunny

39.14

37.35

0.97

0.92

Stanford Dragon

35.40

32.66

0.91

0.87
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The following Figure 5-13 andFigure 5-14 show the corresponding PSNR and
SSIM scores for the Happy Buddha control group respectively. By examining
the numbers, the highest scores in frames 1 and 11 correspond to the side
views of the model as shown in Figure 5-10, while the lowest scores in frames
4, 13 and 19 correspond to the 3/4 views of the model as shown in Figure 511, which suggests that the model struggles when interpreting overlapping
views (front and back) when displayed at odd angle. Also, frames 5, 15,16 and
17 had relatively low score as well due to the overlapping views (front and
back), only this time they face the viewer orthographically as shown in Figure
5-12.

Frame 1

Frame 11

Figure 5-10: This figure shows the highest scores for the Happy Buddha control group
experiment.
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Frame 4

Frame 13

Frame 19
Figure 5-11: This figure shows the lowest scores for the Happy Buddha control group
experiment.
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Frame 5

Frame 15

Frame 16

Frame 17

Figure 5-12: This figure shows problematic frames with low scores from the Happy Buddha
control group experiment.
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Figure 5-13: PSNR scores for Buddha’s control group.
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Figure 5-14: SSIM scores for the Buddha control group.

For the Stanford Bunny control group as shown in Figure 5-17 andFigure 5-18,
a similar trend continues with slight increase in scores, the highest scores
found in frames 2 and 16 correspond to almost orthographic views with the
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exception of frame 1, which shows a back 3/4 view, with no distinctive features
or details as it is almost fully shaded, which explains why it scored the highest
score, these frames are shown in . As for frames 9 and 10, they are front 3/4
images that contains details, textures, and highlights, thus considered
challenging to interpret, yet remains relatively good scores.

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 16
Figure 5-15: This figure shows the highest scoring frames in the Stanford Bunny control
group experiment.
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Frame 9

Frame 10

Figure 5-16: This figure shows the models with lower scores in the Stanford Bunny control
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Figure 5-17: PSNR scores for the Stanford Bunny control group.
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Figure 5-18: SSIM scores for the Stanford Bunny control group.

The Stanford Dragon group showed some exceptions due to the elongated
body shape with multiple overlapping folds, the orthographic views of the front
and back scored lower than the other groups, the images that scored more
here were the ones that had more exposure to light, as they show more
accurate details and representations of the target images. The orthographic
front and back views scored high here in terms of noise, but the visual
coherence suffered greatly due to the same overlapping issues found in the
other groups.
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Figure 5-19: PSNR scores for the Stanford Dragon control group.
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Figure 5-20: SSIM scores for the Stanford Dragon control group.

For phase 1, the model was trained using high polygon density models and
colour labels for training, and low polygon density models paired with low
polygon density colour labels for validation. Table 5-4 shows the highest and
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lowest PSNR and SSIM scores for all the variations conducted in the
experiments. Even though the 3D models’ poly-count had been reduced to 2%
of its original density in some cases, the results remained comparable to the
ground-truth as shown in Figure 5-21. The coherence aspect, however, did not
adhere to the target images, the low polygon density colour labels used in the
validation process caused the edges of the output images to produce polygonshaped silhouettes. This is especially visible in the Stanford Bunny and Dragon
models, where the SSIM score suffers greatly due to the non-conformity of the
input image to the ground-truth. One interesting observation is that when the
Stanford Dragon model was trained using 40% of its model density, the scores
surpassed the control group output scores across the board.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5-21: This figure shows an example output from phase 1, it shows how the output
(c) still shows comparable details to the ground truth (d), even though the target image (a)
and colour label (a) affected the geometry’s silhouette, thus affecting the SSIM and PSNR
scores, as well as placement of landmarks, such as the eye and highlight placements in
(c).
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Table 5-4: The highest and lowest scores of both PSNR and SSIM for low polygon density
models paired with low polygon density colour label.

SSIM -1-1

SSIM -1-1

Happy Buddha 98%

36.81

36.01

0.91

0.88

Stanford Bunny 98%

38.07

36.60

0.96

0.88

Stanford Bunny 99.5%

37.77

36.39

0.96

0.87

Stanford Dragon 85%

35.1

32.41

0.85

0.75

Stanford Dragon 40%
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34.91
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0.88
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Figure 5-22: PSNR scores for the Buddha 98% reduction model paired with low polygon
density colour label.
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Figure 5-23: SSIM scores for the Buddha 98% reduction model paired with low polygon
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Figure 5-24: PSNR scores for the Stanford Bunny 98% reduction model paired with low
polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-25: SSIM scores for the Stanford Bunny 98% reduction model paired with low
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Figure 5-26: PSNR scores for the Stanford Bunny 99.5% reduction model paired with low
polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-27: SSIM scores for the Stanford Bunny 99.5% reduction model paired with low
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Figure 5-28: PSNR scores for the Stanford Dragon 85% reduction model paired with low
polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-29: SSIM scores for the Stanford Dragon 85% reduction model paired with low
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Figure 5-30: PSNR scores for the Stanford Dragon 40% reduction model paired with low
polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-31: SSIM scores for the Stanford Dragon 40% reduction model paired with low
polygon density colour label.

For phase 2, the low polygon density model was paired with high polygon
density colour labels, this aims to improve the polygon shaped silhouettes,
which was a main theme in the previous phase. The outputs show
improvement and better consistency across the board, not just in terms of
highest versus lowest score, but in terms of the scores for all the images of a
model, especially in the case of the Stanford Dragon with 85% reduction, this
one received a 0.09-point increase in its SSIM score, which is a significant,
even on the coherence level. The following figures show detailed information
about phase 2 outputs.
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Table 5-5: The highest and lowest scores of both PSNR and SSIM for low polygon density
models paired with high polygon density colour label. The control group scores are shown
in brackets.

Highest Score

Lowest Score

PSNR 0-100

PSNR 0-100

SSIM -1-1

SSIM -1-1

Happy Buddha 98%

36.85
(36.68)

36.03
(36.04)

0.92
(0.92)

0.89
(0.89)

Stanford Bunny 98%

38.74
(39.14)

37.00
(37.35)

0.97
(0.97)

0.9
(0.92)

Stanford Dragon 85%

36.82
(35.40)

34.63
(32.66)

0.94
(0.91)

0.82
(0.87)
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Figure 5-32: PSNR scores for the Stanford Dragon 85% reduction model paired with high
polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-33: SSIM scores for the Stanford Dragon 40% reduction model paired with low
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Figure 5-34: PSNR scores for the Stanford Bunny 98% reduction model paired with high
polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-35: SSIM scores for the Stanford Bunny 98% reduction model paired with high-
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Figure 5-36: PSNR scores for the Stanford Dragon 85% reduction model paired with high
polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-37: SSIM scores for the Stanford Dragon 85% reduction model paired with high
polygon density colour label.

For phase 3, The aim is to generate an image sequence turnaround for the
three 3D models mentioned previously using the technique used in phase 2.
Namely, pairing high polygon density colour label to low polygon density 3D
models. It is worth mentioning that in terms of high-to-low score comparison,
the model produced comparable results, sometimes surpassing the control
group.
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Table 5-6: The highest and lowest scores of both PSNR and SSIM for image sequence low
polygon density models paired with high polygon density colour label. Previous results are
shown in brackets.

Highest Score

Lowest Score

Highest Score

Lowest Score

PSNR 0-100

PSNR 0-100

SSIM -1-1

SSIM -1-1

Happy Buddha 98%

37.13
(36.85)

35.92
(36.03)

0.93
(0.92)

0.9
(0.89)

Stanford Bunny 99.5%

39.06
(38.74)

35.61
(37.00)

0.97
(0.97)

0.9
(0.9)

Stanford Dragon 85%

36.06
(36.82)

34.82
(34.63)

0.94
(0.94)

0.88
(0.82)

In this phase, however, special attention needs to be paid to consistency rather
than overall high and low scores. It is essential to observe the dips and peaks
in the figures and understand the reasons behind it. For example, there are
two peaks and two drastic dips in the PSNR score shown in Figure 5-40. The
peaks occur in frames 98 and 198, which confirms with the assumption made
in phase 1 about the scores increase in orthographic side views. The dips
occur in frames 126 and 203, in these frames, some artifacts or flickering are
produced during the validation phase.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-38: This figure shows the sequence of images before and after the occurring artifacts such as the different highlight distribution in the base of
the statue in frame 126 (top b), and the blue colour shift in frame 203 (bottom b).
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Also, by observing the image sequence in video form, a drag effect can be
seen when symmetrical views overlap on top of each other. As can be
observed in Figure 5-39, where the arm of the statue seem to drag itself into a
few copies and lag behind for a few frames before updating, this might not
show properly in single image analysis, but shows clearly when seen as a
video.
For the Stanford Bunny, the diagram is more consistent and more flat in
comparison with the previous 3D model, however, there are 3 dip points in the
PSNR score in frames 149, 198 and 263 as shown in Figure 5-43, frames 198
and 263 are also considerable in the SSIM scores in Figure 5-44. The artifacts
are also shown in Figure 5-42, where a slight colour shift occurs in (top b), and
jagged edges occur around the silhouette of the 3D model and its shadow.
Also, the same drag and delay artifacts are repeated here in the same
capacity.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5-39: This figure shows some of the artifacts created from overlapping sides, it is mostly apparent in the bottom row (c) where ghosting
of the outfit cloth in the elbow and back can be clearly visible, especially when compared to the ground truth (top row).
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Figure 5-40: PSNR scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with high polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-41: SSIM scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with high polygon density colour label.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-42: This figure shows the artifacts generated in the Stanford Bunny image sequence, where a colour shift (top b) and
silhouette aliasing in shadow (centre b) and geometry (lower b) occur in the image sequence output.
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Figure 5-43: PSNR scores for the Stanford Bunny image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with high polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-44: SSIM scores for the Stanford Bunny image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with high- density colour label.
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As for the Stanford Dragon, more pronounced peaks and dips can be
observed, with the peaks occurring in frames 90 and 200, which also refer to
the orthographic front and back views of the 3D model. And the dips occurring
in frames 155 and 228 as shown in Figure 5-46. Figure 5-45, shows frame by
frame comparison, it is obvious the dip is caused by the interpretation of the
far back leg as shown in the top row versus the bottom row, which represents
the ground truth.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-45: This figure shows frame by frame comparison of the Stanford Dragon image sequence output (top row) and ground truth (bottom row)
artifacts, shown in the far back legs area.
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Figure 5-46: PSNR scores for the Stanford Dragon image sequence 85% reduction model
paired with high polygon density colour label.
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Figure 5-47: SSIM scores for the Stanford Dragon image sequence 85% reduction model
paired with high- density colour label.
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The observable causes for the artifacts in phase 3 can be summarised to these
points:
1- The model is not designed to predict temporal results, such as
before and after images, thus generate the output images as a
consistent string of images. The current setup results a lag or
drag effect for a few frames before updating whenever
symmetrical views overlap.
2- In some cases, the low polygon density models have different
lighting distribution than high polygon density ones, which can
create confusion in colour interpretation, which could take the
shape of a light hue shift towards blue such as Figure 5-38.
3- The model struggles to interpret the output image when the
colour label of front and back views of the model looked the
same, resulting either considerably high or low score.
4- The testing image set have been selected randomly from the
training set, which can create gaps between some of the images,
if there is a considerable gap between images in the training set,
this can result noisy images sometimes.
5- The model struggled with finding the features and the landmarks,
as they tend to shift based on how low the model density can be
such as the back legs of the dragon in Figure 5-45.
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5.6 Summary
This chapter tackled two main themes using the described image-to-image
technique in 4.4. First, the relation between 3D model density and the realism
of the image output using semantic colour labels. Second, using the
combination of model density and colour semantic labels, would it be possible
to generate consistent image sequences that resembles the ground truth. This
had been approached in 3 phases. A control group had been also generated
in order to compare the output results with the ground truth.
In phase 1, the 3D renders of 3 different 3D models were generated, and the
low polygon density models were paired with their corresponding low polygon
density semantic colour labels. The output images, though receiving high
PSNR and SSIM scores, were influenced by the shape of the colour label
silhouette. For phase 2, the low polygon density 3D renders were paired with
the colour labels of the high polygon density images, this produced higher
quality images and were comparable to the ground truth outputs. Finally, in
phase 3, image sequences of a full turnaround had been produced for the 3
models, to evaluate the consistency of the output images.
The process resulted comparable outputs to the control group. However, a few
issues raised during the process that caused noticeable artifacts in some of
the images. Some of these issues include the model struggling to interpret
orthographic overlapping symmetrical views. Also, a visible drag or lag artifact
that extends for a few frames in the areas where the model struggles to predict
the output image. Which requires further investigation in the next section.
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6 Generating Image Sequences with Semantic
Label Segmentation
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, there were two main hypothesises. First, the ability to
generate realistic image outputs from low polygon density render inputs.
Second, the ability to generate image sequences and turntables of 3D objects
once the model has been trained. The results were promising with outputs
comparable and sometimes surpassing the control group. However, some
drawbacks had been pointed out in the results section 5.5 that requires further
attention, especially with maintaining the details and physical features of the
3D models, and preventing the lag that occurs when symmetrical sides
overlap, as well the artifacts associated with interpreting low polygon density
models in comparison to their high polygon density counterparts.
Since this thesis is interested in data-driven solutions, a similar approach will
be applied in this chapter. However, this time the experiments will focus on the
semantic colour labels in association with modifying the 3D models to achieve
better optimisation of the overall process. The label segmentations process
applied here aims at preserving the position of key features during the training
and testing process and well as differentiating the visible sides from the hidden
ones, thus preventing the overlap lag caused in a single colour semantic label.
This chapter is structured as follows, section 6.2 discusses the image sets in
terms of the number of images, setups, as well as 3D models used and their
densities in detail. Section 6.3 discusses the multi-colour colour labels in terms
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of their creation process and application in Maya. Section 6.4 presents the
experiments undertook in order to enhance the visual coherence of the output
images, which had been executed in 3 phases using two 3D model setups. In
section 6.5 the results of the 3 phases of experiments are presented. And
finally, section 6.6 goes through the summary of the chapter.

6.2 Image Set
In this chapter, there are two lab generated image sets prepared in order to
carry out the colour label segmentation experiments. These images were
rendered using Maya software and Arnold render engine as per previous
experiments. The first image set is for the Stanford Happy Buddha due to its
details and reflectivity, and the second is of a bathroom scene because it
contains multiple objects with various properties such as transparency,
reflectiveness, specularity, and organic elements, which are beneficial to be
evaluated within an animation context.
The first image set consists of the turnaround of the Stanford Happy Buddha
that had been used in the previous chapter, the image resolution follows the
previous image sets at 256 × 256 pixels. The turnaround consists of 300 high
polygon density images, 270 of these images are used for training and 30

images were selected randomly for testing. For validation, the same
turnaround image is used in its low polygon density form with 98% polygon
reduction to generate realistic images using the same method explained in
chapter 5, only this time, instead of using a single colour label that considers
a 3D model as a flat 2D image with no side or back views, the images are
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paired with multi-coloured labels that wrap around the 3D model to distinguish
each side from the other. The experiments start with 2 colours, then gradually
increased to 4, 8, and finally 12 colour labels as shown in Figure 6-1.
The second image set is a 3D bathroom scene that is fully modelled, textured,
and lit to be as close as possible to real life, the scene had also been rendered
using Maya’s Arnold render engine. The resolution of the image set is different
in this experiment at 512 × 512 pixels, as the scene contains a lot of details
that are better explored at higher resolution. For training 300 images were

rendered of a camera fly-through the scene in a straight line towards the back
end of the room. Of these images there were 270 images for training, and 30
images used for testing. As for validation, the assets’ densities had been
reduced in different magnitudes as can be seen in detail in Table 6-1, each
object in the scene needed to be processed separately, some of the objects
were reduced to less than 50% while other objects such as the walls and some
doors were not changed, as such reduction would affect the object shape
integrity and thus would not be beneficial for the experiment. With this been
said, it was possible to reduce the number of triangles in the scene from
2,632,842 triangles to only 676,975 triangles while maintaining the shape
integrity. This had been decided by using the reduce percentage function in
Maya, reducing the geometry’s polygons to the smallest percentile possible
while maintaining the geometry’s integrity. Table 6-1 shows a list of the objects
in the scene and their densities before and after reduction. Also, Figure 6-2
shows a side by side comparison of the full scene versus the reduced scene.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6-1: This figure shows how the Happy Buddha semantic colour labels had been segmented in 2 segments (a), 4 segments
(b), 8 segments (c), and 12 segments (d).
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Table 6-1: This table details the assets included in the Bathroom scene in terms of density,
this shows the drastic reduction in number of triangles in the low polygon density scene
used in validation in comparison with the high polygon density scene used in training and
testing.

Item

Count

High-Density

Low-Density

Triangles

Triangles

Wooden Stool

1

35,778

3,429

Bathtub

1

346,902

217,012

Sync

2

13,708 each

2,220 each

Mirror

2

5,564 each

2,756 each

Plant

1

401,698

49,554

Soap Bottle

1

40,742

11.232

Cream Jar

1

14,836

4,182

Glass Doors

4

1,168 each

1,168 each

Wood Shutters

8

2,724 each

2,724 each

Hinges

16

5,824 each

5,824 each

Locks

2

2,170 each

194 each

Wooden Chair

1

50,912

10,420

Lighting Unit

1

17,260

1,630

Carpet

1

76,792

16,860
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Towel (Close)

1

1,169,108

116,888

Towels

2

53,544 each

12,988 each

Main Door

1

100,490

100,490

Walls and Floor

-

4,318

3,188

Other items

-

102,448

5,616

Total Triangles

-

2,632,842

676,975

(background)

(a)

(b)

Figure 6-2: This figure shows a side by side comparison between the scene with high
polygon density models (a) and low polygon density models (b)

Reductions in the scene did not consist only on geometry reduction, but it had
also been extended to the Arnold render settings as can be seen in Table 6-2,
some aspects of the render output were assumed not to affect the training and
validations steps such as the diffuse and specularity, so they were reduced in
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the low polygon density scene, while some aspects were crucial to maintain
the integrity of the transparency and reflections of some objects in the scene,
so they were either left unchanged or increased to compensate the change in
other settings. An output example can be seen in Figure 6-3.
Table 6-2: This table shows the modifications the were made to the render settings between
the high polygon density scene and the low polygon density scene.
Sampling
Attribute

High-Density Scene

Low-Density Scene

Camera (AA)

6

5

Diffuse

5

3

Specular

3

1

Transmission

4

4

SSS

0

0

Volume Indirect

2

1

Ray Depth
Total

10

10

Diffuse

2

1

Specular

2

1

Transmission

4

4

Volume

2

1

Transparency Depth

4

6
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6-3: This figure shows the difference in quality between the render outputs of the
high polygon density bathroom scene and the low polygon densities in terms of triangle
reduction and render setting changes. (a) high polygon density and high render settings
(b) low polygon density and high render settings, (c) high polygon density and low render
settings, and (d) low polygon count and low render settings.
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6.3 Segmented Colour Labels
The colour map method explained in chapters 4 and 5 can be labour intensive
and time consuming, not to forget problematic, especially when a turntable
was generated using the model. As a result, the approach for semantic colour
labels needs to be modified to accommodate the new condition of animating
an object and viewing it from different angles. Another reason to modify this
approach is to automate the process and make it accessible from within the
3D program i.e. Maya with little to no effort.
One reason for devising this method is the need to be consistent to the model
landmarks, if the segmentation process was conducted manually it would be
very difficult to have the line cross the same area as the model is turning, plus
the model’s surface is already non-uniform. Thus, an in-program streamlined
process would make much more sense. Another reason is that this method
does not require preparation more than a segmented colour map, everything
else is applied in the 3D program without even the need to create a UV map
for texturing.
In order to achieve this goal: First, a colour label needs to be created in a 2D
capable program, preferably vector based such as Adobe Illustrator, since the
colour label will be applied as a UV map in a 3D program, it needs to confirm
to the UV editor configuration in 3D programs, which is generally 1:1 or square
proportion. Figure 6-4 shows the segmented colour labels created for the
purposes of this chapter’s experiments.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6-4: This figure shows the segmented semantic colour maps used in the Happy
Buddha experiment showing 2 segments (a), 4 segments (b), 8 segments (c), and 12
segments (d).

Second, in a 3D program i.e., Maya, a toon shader is the best candidate to be
applied to the 3D model, as within toon shaders setup it is possible to assign
fill shaders with custom number of tones. In this case any extra tone will be
considered a new colour label, which will shift and move based on lighting
conditions, which will result insufficient learning features during the training
phase. For this reason, a solid colour shader is applied to the model.

Third, in the 3D program, the colour segmented label is fed into the toon
shader out colour node, thus, utilising the segmented colour map as a texture
to be projected on the model in the UV coordinate. Then, using the UV planar
projection function across the Y direction, the segmented colour map is
projected down the 3D model engulfing it, thus creating a consistent colour
distribution across the whole model from top to bottom, maintaining the
consistency of the model’s landmark. This step eliminates the need to
generate any alpha maps as described in chapters 4 and 5. Nor the need to
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generate a custom UV map to the 3D model. The projection result will be
similar to the colour labels in Figure 6-1.
Finally, the colour labels are rendered using Arnold render engine as well as
the realistic high polygon density and the low polygon density images. Finally,
the realistic images are paired with their corresponding colour maps using a
photo processing program such as Adobe Photoshop. This process explained
in this section is more time efficient and can easily be tweaked to be performed
automatically within the 3D program using python script inside Maya.
As for the bathroom scene, all the colour labels used in the experiments
contained only 16 segments throughout all the experiments, since the scene
render setup was prepared to display only flat colour, this contributed in the
consistency of colour display, so that any change to the colour whether in
lighting or shadow changes would be viewed as a new colour in the training
process. So, an extra attention was in place to make sure that the colour labels
did not contain any repeated colour palettes in any object in the scene. Some
examples of the colour labels used in the experiments can be seen in Figure
6-5.
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Figure 6-5: This figure shows some of the 16 segment semantic colour labels used in the
bathroom scene.

6.4 Experiments
The experiments in chapter 5 focused on the effects of polygon density of the
3D model on the quality of the output image, here the interest is to improve the
quality of the output images using the semantic colour labels described in
6.3. In the previous experiment, there were noticeable artifacts especially with
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model turnarounds because colour maps are trained with single flat colour
labels, and these cannot be generalised to represent all sides and points of
view of a specific 3D model. The proposed solution for this is label
segmentation, thus, the front of the model would have a different colour than
its sides or back, allowing the training model to process each side
independently and store its features separately.

The set of experiments that were carried out in this chapter consists of two
main phases:
1. Training and validating the Happy Buddha 3D model turnaround using
a different setup of colour maps, where each turnaround is trained with
one of the colour maps used in Figure 6-4 from scratch, as well as a
control single colour setup to compare the outputs with. The aim is to
evaluate the effect of the number of colours used in a label on the
quality of the output, when paired with a low polygon density model in
the validation step. Then the number of polygons in the 3D model is
doubled to observe any improvement in the last step.
2. Training and validating a bathroom scene using low polygon density
3D models paired with multi-colour labels. The scene contains global
illumination and multiple objects that contain reflections, transparency,
and camera motion. Also, a counterpart control single colour model is
trained to compare the results with.
3. The same setup of phase 2 is used to train a model of fewer number
of images to observe if the number of images would improve or
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decrease the quality of the output images. A control single colour
image set is trained and validated to compare the results as well.
For phase 1, a total of 300 rendered images of the Happy Buddha’s high
polygon density model were produced, paired with their corresponding
segmented colour labels in accordance with Table 6-3, and 60 images were
randomly taken from the image set for testing. For validation, a total of 300
images had been rendered using the low polygon density version of the Happy
Buddha model paired with the corresponding high polygon density colour
labels. The model had been trained six times from scratch, each time with a
different number of colour segmentation, as seen in Table 6-3.

Table 6-3: This table shows the Happy Buddha image set used
in phase1 validation.

Step

Polygon Density

Polygon Reduction

Segments

1

2,020 Triangles

98%

1

2

2,020 Triangles

98%

2

3

2,020 Triangles

98%

4

4

2,020 Triangles

98%

8

5

2,020 Triangles

98%

12

6

4,040 Triangles

96%

12
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In phase 2, the bathroom scene flythrough image sequence had been used.
The images were originally rendered at 1024 × 1024 pixels for training and
validation image sets as well as the colour labels. A test to run the code on

Google Collab was attempted a few times, unfortunately, a stable cloud
computing connection was not possible at the times, so the image size needed
to be reduced to 512 × 512 pixels when the rendered images were paired in

Photoshop. For this experiment 2 image sets were produced, trained, and
validated, namely a segmented multi-colour label set, and a single colour
control group image set to compare the results with. For the single colour
control group image set training and validation, a total of 300 high polygon
density images were used for training, with 270 images for training and 60
images were randomly selected for testing, all the images were paired with
their corresponding high polygon density single colour labels. And for
validation, 300 low polygon density images were paired with their
corresponding high polygon density single colour labels as well. The same set
of images had been trained using the multi-colour segmented colour-labels, in
this set a 16 segments colour label had been used as can be seen in Figure
6-6.
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Figure 6-7: This figure shows the training and validation inputs for the bathroom scene image set, showing the single colour label control group (top) and
segmented multi-colour labels (bottom).
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For phase 3, the same bathroom scene fly through shown in Figure 6-7 is used
again, with similar single colour label control group and segmented multicolour label image sets. only this time, instead of producing 300 images for
training and testing, only 100 images were used for training and 60 images
were used for testing for both image sets. For validation, 300 images were
used to generate the full camera fly through scene from only 100 images used
in training, the aim here is to observe how much the number of images will
affect the quality of the generated images.

6.5 Results
In this chapter, three sets of experiments were performed on two image sets
using the image-to-image model outlined in 4.4. The first image set was the
Happy Buddha turnaround image set, and the second image set was the fly
through image sequence of a bathroom scene. For each image sets a control
group had been generated to compare the results with. The emphasis of the
experiments was a two-fold. First, the effect of colour-label segmentation on
the output images in term of quality and consistency. Second, the effect of the
number of images used in training over the quality of the output images. All
the image sets used high polygon density images in the training and testing
phases, and low polygon -density images sets for validation. The same metrics
used in 54.6 and 5.5 is used here as well to evaluate the outputs of the
experiments conducted in this chapter, namely PSNR and SSIM.
The results of phase 1 are shown in Table 6-4, which shows the highest and
the lowest PSNR and SSIM scores for each variation of the Happy Buddha
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image set. These scores represent the peak and dip scores in both metrics.
However, other elements are at play here, such as consistency and overall
visual enhancement of the output images, which are less tangible in terms of
scores, but can be clearly seen by observing the output images.

Table 6-4: This table shows the highest and lowest scores of PSNR and SSIM for the Happy
Buddha turnaround multi-segmented colour labels image sequence experiments.
Highest PSNR

Lowest PSNR

Highest SSIM

Lowest SSIM

Score 0-100

Score 0-100

Score -1-1

Score -1-1

Single colour

37.11

35.92

0.93

0.9

2 Segments

36.89

35.84

0.92

0.9

4 Segments

36.72

35.83

0.93

0.9

8 Segments

36.80

36.02

0.96

0.92

12 Segments

36.85

36.08

0.94

0.91

12 Segments

36.79

36.03

0.94

0.92

Segments

4% Reduction

By examining the numbers in Table 6-4, the single colour label scored the
highest in terms of PSNR scores, however, the gap between the highest and
lowest score is the largest at 1.19 in comparison to the other segmentations,
which gradually decreases to 0.76 at 12 segments with 4% reduction. The
highest SSIM score belongs to the 8 segments model, which is more
consistent with the visual enhancement observations. Figure 6-8 also shows
the first frame of the image sequence with all the segmentation variations. By
comparing the images to the ground truth, it is obvious to the human eye that
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the increase of colour labels increases the visual coherency of the 3D model,
this is clearly visible in the model’s torso, as in the single colour output (a) the
model seems dusty and dull and incoherent, while in (d) which represents 8
segments, the details and reflections are the closest to the ground truth.
Another important distinction in the output images is the lag and drag artifacts
experienced in chapter 5 (represented here in Figure 6-8 (a)), even though the
scores of the multi-colour labels scored lower than the single colour label, the
output artifacts are significantly reduced and the output images are more
consistent, as mentioned earlier, the 8 segments SSIM score can be the best
indicator on the coherence improvement 0.96 over the single colour label
which scored 0.93. The following figures show the detailed scores of phase 1
multicolour segmented colour label experiments. An overview of all the results
of the Happy Buddha’s PSNR scores can be seen in Figure 6-21 ass well as
the SSIM in Figure 6-22.
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Ground Truth

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6-8: This figure shows example outputs of phase 1, which was conducted on 98% density reduced models. Where (a) is the single colour control
group, which could also be considered an example from chapter 5 (b) 2 segments, (c) 4 segments, (d) 8 segments, (e) 12 segments, (f) 12 segments with
96% density reduction, and finally the ground truth 3D model as rendered out of Arnold.
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Figure 6-9: PSNR scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with a single colour label.
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Figure 6-10: SSIM scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with a single colour label.
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Figure 6-11: PSNR scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with 2 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-12: SSIM scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with 2 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-13: PSNR scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with 4 segment colour labels.
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Figure 6-14: SSIM scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with 4 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-15: PSNR scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with 8 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-16: SSIM scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with 8 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-17: PSNR scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with 12 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-18: SSIM scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 98% reduction model
paired with 12 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-19: PSNR scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 96% reduction model
paired with 12 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-20: SSIM scores for the Happy Buddha image sequence 96% reduction model
paired with 12 segment colour label.
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Figure 6-21: This figure shows the collective PSNR results of the Happy Buddha
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experiments using the multi-colour segmentation method.
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Figure 6-22: This figure shows the collective SSIM results of the Happy Buddha
experiments using the multi-colour segmentation method.

As for the bathroom scene, which represents phases 2 and 3, two sets of
images were trained and validated, the first using a single colour label, which
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represents the control group of this experiment, and the second using multicolour labels. In order to evaluate the effect of the number of images, the same
sets were trained using only 100 images and validated using the full 300
images as explained in section 6.4.

Table 6-5: This table shows the highest and lowest scores of PSNR and SSIM for the
bathroom scene single versus multi-segmented colour labels image sequence
experiments.
Highest PSNR

Lowest PSNR

Highest SSIM

Lowest SSIM

Score 0-100

Score 0-100

Score -1-1

Score -1-1

300 Images Single

41.35

36.89

0.92

0.85

300 Images

40.47

36.63

0.84

0.78

100 Images Single

39.76

36.17

0.83

0.76

100 Images

40.26

36.92

0.81

0.75

Segmented

Segmented

Figure 6-24, even though the single colour label scored higher, there are
noticeable dips visible in four frames, while the scores remained consistent
across the whole timeline for the multi-colour labels. In terms of visual
coherence, the geometries maintained sharper edges and showed less
artifacts in comparison to the single colour label control group, they also looked
as they have a sharpness filter applied to them, yet they contained more
overall noise. Figure 6-23 shows an output example that shows how the edges
were more consistent and coherent in the multi segmented colour label by
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comparing the edges of the arches in the back wall. This minor inconsistency
remains an open topic for future work.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6-23: shows sample outputs of the single colour label (a) and multi- colour
segmented label (b) using 300 training images (showing frame 130), which illustrates an
example of the difference in visual coherence between the two techniques.
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Figure 6-24: PSNR scores for the bathroom scene image sequence for phase 2 using 300
images, which shows the single colour label (orange) versus the multi-colour label (blue).
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Figure 6-25: SSIM scores for the bathroom scene image sequence for phase 2 using 300
images, which shows the single colour label (orange) versus the multi-colour label (blue).
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In phase 3, when the number of training images was dropped to 100, the
network performed considerably better than 300 images in both PSNR and
SSIM scores. However, when the frames are compared in terms of visual
coherence, the 300 image trained model using multi-coloured segmented
labels provided the most coherent result for the human eye. This is clearly
visible in Figure 6-26, by observing the areas marked with red boxes, these
geometries are most coherent in (c), the transparent bottles on the stool has
the least amount of noise and patch-like artefacts. Also, the details and the
liquid inside the soap bottle is more pronounced and visible as well. The same
thing applies to the reflections in the mirror, where the details are sharp and
coherent, unlike (a) and (b) which are blurrier and more incomprehensible.
Also, the arch’s edges in the back wall are the sharpest in (c) in comparison to
(a) and (b) which are blurry in the top part. Finally, when played as a video,
(c) displayed the least number of artifacts and was more consistent and stable
in its transition from frame to frame as an image sequence.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6-26: This figure shows output samples of models trained with: 100 images with
single colour label (a), 100 images with multi-colour segmented labels (b), and 300 images
with multi-colour segmented labels (c).
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Figure 6-27: PSNR scores for the bathroom scene image sequence for phase 3 using 100
images, which shows the single colour label (orange) versus the multi-colour label (blue).
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Figure 6-28: SSIM scores for the bathroom scene image sequence for phase 3 using 100
images, which shows the single colour label (orange) versus the multi-colour label (blue).
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6.6 Summary
This chapter addressed the output image sequence issues experienced in
chapter 5 using the image-to-image translation method, and explored the
possibility of enhancing the output quality, by improving the semantic colour
labels in order to better define the areas of the geometries that contains
features that are needed to be preserved. An easy to execute technique was
proposed in section 6.3 to generate and apply the multi-colour labels in a 3D
program without the need to create a custom UV map for each model. The
multi-colour label experiments were conducted in 3 main phases.
Phase 1 tackled the effect of the number of colours on the visual coherence of
the generated images as well as the drag and lag artifacts previously
experienced in 5.4, the results showed that the increase of the number of
colours enhances the quality of the output image as well as preserving the
features and landmarks that can shift due to the use of low polygon density 3D
models.
Phase 2 focused on applying phase 1 into a realistic scenario context, by
applying the same technique on a bathroom scene that contain multiple
geometries with different properties such as transparency, specularity, and
reflection. Results of this experiment scored less than the control group in
PSNR and SSIM metrics. However, the output images showed better visual
coherence and consistency in frame-to-frame transition than the control group
output.
Phase 3 focused on the effect of number of training images on the output
image quality, by applying the same technique used in phase 2, but with
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significant drop of training images to 100 instead of 300 images. The results
suggested that the output images scored better in terms of PSNR and SSIM
than phase 2 but displayed blurrier outputs when compared with phase 2
results. this suggests that the number of colour segments per model will
enhance the visual coherence of the geometry but increase the level of noise
in the output image when compared to the ground truth.
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7 Conclusions and Limitations
This chapter concludes the research and discusses some of the limitations
faced while conducting the experiments, to lay the grounds for further
discussion of the application of image-to-image translation as an integral part
in the 3D rendering pipeline, in a manner that cuts down the needed render
time while maintaining the same level of realism of the ground truth images.
The experiments in this thesis were conducted on an HP Pavilion laptop with
2.60GHz Intel core i7 processor, 8 Ghz of RAM and Nvidia Geforce GTX 960M
graphics card. This is essential to highlight some of the challenges presented
in this section.

7.1 Conclusions
Initially, the original question that this thesis tried to answer was the possibility
to generate real-time shadows for 3D models without the need to use the
standard 3D rendering pipeline. The initial drive for this thesis was AR and VR
applications, even though later on the thesis diverted away from them, the
economical factor remained a key factor in all the other proposed methods.
The first logical step was to explore Convolution Neural Networks techniques,
which was the goal of chapter 3. The objective here was to explore deep
learning techniques to perform classification functions between a 3D object and
its shadow. The literature presented a few appealing methods such as

(Johnson et al. 2011), however, these methods were computationally
expensive in terms of processing power needed, and required large image
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repositories, in the case of (Johnson et al. 2011) for example, four million
images were needed to create four scenes. Since AR and VR were the initial
driver for this thesis, as well as the limited computational resources available,
a more economical solution needed to be found. For these reasons, a
combination of VGG-Face and SVM were used to approach the problem as a
classification problem between a 3D object and its shadow. Though those
techniques are usually used in computer vision and facial recognition
functions, it was compelling to explore how will they perform within the context
of this thesis.
This approach can be useful in simple 3D model application for augmented
reality applications. the results of the experiment were promising with high
prediction rate. However, since it relies on classification and follows a lookup
table approach, the features learned in the process are only used to recognise
the original geometry shape and then recommend the correct corresponding
shadow for it. So, the model recommends or predicts the shadow based on
pre-determined classes but does not actually generate it. As a result, all the
possible shadow shapes and variations should be created and trained
beforehand for this approach to work effectively. This can pose a few
challenges for further development such as the time of day, the change of
lighting, and the shape of the terrain, so it would not be ideal for outdoor
scenarios, but can be beneficial for control environments such as museums
for example.
Even though this initial approach does not follow the same narrative of
methods used in later chapters, it acted as a steppingstone to confirm the initial
hypothesis that such functions are applicable. The main contribution here was
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applying a deep learning classifier in a manner that pairs a 3D model to its
corresponding shadow from the learnt ConvNet data and SVM.

Chapter 4 applied a generative adversarial network to perform image-to-image
translation in order to generate shadows using conditional colour labels, this
approach targeted generating soft shadows, hard shadows, and shadow
generation for non-shadowed 3D models. A variety of image sets were created
using Maya. A series of pilot studies using different GAN scripts such as
conditional GAN and DCGAN were conducted with believable results.
For the purposes of this thesis a Tensorflow port of Pix2pix was the best way
to go with for its inclusion of conditional GAN and PatchGAN, as they allow
better overall feature learning, especially that conditional GAN brings control
over the desired output for its use of image pairing and colour / semantic
labels. Also, for its U-net structure which allows sharper image output.
To achieve the second objective of performing image-to-image translations to
generate shadows on un-shadowed objects, A series of experiments were

conducted:
1. Generating soft and hard shadows in standard conditions as well as
coloured backgrounds to test the extent of coloured environment on the
outputs, a total of 6 colour variations in the training set were tested,
exploring all the possible variations, such as partial and non-shadowed
images. The results were plausible in most cases but showed clear
blurring and tiling when colour variants lacked enough training images
paired with it.
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2. The image set had been expanded to reduce the artifacts, providing an
equal number of training images for each of the cases. This experiment
included soft and hard shadows, coloured images, partial and nonshadowed images. Also, in the validation set, the images included
extreme cases such as pairing different directions of the model, as well
as pairing one colour map to a different coloured model. The network
produced believable results in all the cases, except the extreme cases,
which produced tiling and blurring.
The results were promising for shadow generation especially when challenged
to produce accurate partial shadows from training image set, the model also
demonstrated reliability to interpret successful output for images not seen in
the training phase, except when paired with different colours or different model
view. Some of the challenges that faces this approach were the relatively long
training time, as well as minor blurriness in the output images, and due to
computational limitations, the output images resolution were small at 256 ×
256 pixels.
In chapter 5 the objective was to use the same image-to-image translation
approach to generate realistic renders from low polygon density images. This

consisted of two main themes using the described image-to-image technique
in 4.4:
1. The relation between 3D model polygon density and the realism of the
image output using semantic colour labels.
2. Using the combination of model density and colour semantic labels, to
generate consistent image sequences that resembles the ground truth.
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This had been approached in 3 phases. Also, a control group had been
generated in order to compare the output results with:
1. 3D renders of 3 different 3D models were generated, and the low
polygon density models were paired with their corresponding low
polygon density colour labels. The output images, though scored high
PSNR and SSIM scores, were influenced by the shape of the colour
label silhouette.
2. The low polygon density 3D renders were paired with the colour labels
of the high polygon density images, this produced higher quality images
and were comparable to the ground truth outputs.
3. Image sequences of a full turnaround had been produced for the 3
models, to evaluate the consistency of the output images.
The output scores were comparable to the control group scores, however, a
few noticeable artifacts were visible in some of the images. Some of these
issues include the model struggling to interpret orthographic overlapping
symmetrical views. Also, a visible drag or lag artifact that extends for a few
frames in the areas where the model struggles to predict the output image.
This approach can be useful in 3D games and game streaming services, as it
only requires high computations in the training phase only, while traditional
methods rely on approximation to mimic realistic life-like graphics, such as
bump maps and displacement maps that are overlaid on top of low polygon
density 3D models, as well as approximation techniques used for illumination,
shadows, and volumetric effects, which is costly at runtime, especially when
high level of realism is needed.
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In chapter 6 the objective was to explore different possibilities of using multi
colour labels and image-to-image translations in generating 3D renders. The work
picked up the output image sequence issues experienced in chapter 5 and

explored the possibility of enhancing the output quality, by improving the
semantic colour labels in order to better define the areas of the geometries
that contains features that are needed to be preserved.
An easy to execute technique was proposed in section 6.3 to generate and
apply the multi-colour labels in a 3D program without the need to create a
custom UV map for each model. The multi-colour label experiments were
conducted in 3 main phases:
1. The effect of the number of colours on the visual coherence of the
generated images, as well as the drag and lag artifacts previously
experienced in 5.4. The results showed that the increase of the number
of colours enhances the quality of the output image as well as
preserving the features and landmarks that can shift due to the use of
low polygon density 3D models.
2. Applying phase 1 into a realistic scenario context, by applying the same
technique on a bathroom scene that contain multiple geometries with
different properties such as transparency, specularity, and reflection.
Results of this experiment scored less than the control group in PSNR
and SSIM metrics. However, the output images showed better visual
coherence and consistency in frame-to-frame transition than the control
group output.
3. The effect of number of training images on the output image quality, by
applying the same technique used in phase 2, but with significant drop
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of training images to 100 instead of 300 images. The results suggested
that the output images scored better in terms of PSNR and SSIM than
phase 2 but displayed blurrier outputs when compared with phase 2
results. this suggests that the number of colour segments per model will
enhance the visual coherence of the geometry but increase the level of
noise in the output image when compared to the ground truth.
To sum up, this thesis proposed four image syntheses techniques that can be
implemented within the 3D visualisation pipeline, which can save render time
and cost while maintaining the quality of the output images true to the ground
truth. All the techniques proposed were data-driven and required lab
generated image sets. The main topics discussed in this thesis were the ability
to pair a 3D model with its corresponding shadow using deep learning
classification. The ability to use GANs to generate shadows, generate realistic
output images from low polygon density models, and the ability to enhance the
quality of the output images using multi-colour semantic labels. These images
had been evaluated and compared to the ground truth images using two image
similarity metrics. All the techniques presented here are data driven and needs
further optimisation that is out of the scope of this thesis.

7.2 Limitations
There are a few challenges that face the techniques explained above that are
essential for further development:
•

The significant training time. For a set of experiments, the training time
ranged between 3 days to one week using the specifications presented
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earlier in the chapter, which is considered long for training 1600 images.
This is one of the reasons why the image set was limited to 256 × 256
pixels.
•

The memory would fill up quickly and the model would crash due to the
lack of memory space, this can be easily overcome by using hard desks
with bigger storage or more RAM.

•

This method is still a semi-supervised model that needs a pair of colour
maps and a target image, as a result, it needs intervention to guide what
kind of output is needed. This, however, provides another level of
control over the model that prevents it from generating random images
and it makes sure each image in the image sequence is consistent with
the one after.

•

The colour labels and rendered image are manually paired, and this
process is labour intensive. These issues should be considered for
future work.
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8 Future Work
This thesis is only a proof of concept to a much more complex solution for 3D
image syntheses, it requires time and resources beyond the scope available
to this research. From this point onwards, this research can go into different
directions such as:
Validating the process using high resolution images: As for this thesis,
computational limitations played a major role in reducing the output image size
to 256 × 256 pixels. To fully validate these methods, it is essential to apply
them in higher resolutions such as full HD and 2K.

Depth Maps: The concept of depth map as an aid to Pix2pix had been
proposed previously by (Wang and Gupta 2016 : 2) in combination with single
colour map to generate consistent image sequences from a corpus of image
sets. However, it had not been applied in 3D context paired with multi-colour
labels. This could significantly improve the integrity of the 3D geometry, but it
needs to be treated as an independent element not overlaid on top of the
colour label. A suggested model would be cross-training, similar to StarGAN,
where each attribute is trained separately from the others, yet contributes to
the overall output.
In Between Rendering: This method requires only the key frames that
describes the action to be fully rendered in a 3D rendering engine, and all the
other frames that fall between these key frames to be generated using the
proposed methods in chapters 5 and 6. This can drastically save the render
time while maintaining the same quality of the key frame rendered images. For
example, the rendering time usually varies depending on the hardware and
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the complexity of the scene, however, if every other frame was rendered this
will save 50% of the overall render time required using the traditional rendering
method.
Process Autonomy: Some procedures in the thesis can be optimised to be
performed automatically, such as:
•

The creation of the colour labels and applying them to the 3D models
inside Maya, as well as generating the rendered image of the multicolour semantic label.

•

Pairing the images with the corresponding colour label, which can be a
further step inside Pix2pix.

Image Set Optimisation: Further quantitative investigation can be geared
towards optimising the ideal number of colours within a multi-colour label, and
how many key frames are optimal to produce the best realistic output using
the least number of training images.
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